
PTOVAIAIES (O7-42}
Aporved fer use Suough 1018. OMB 0854-0835

4.8. Palenaad Trademark Offies, U. DEPARTMENT GF GOMMERGE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Sot of 1995, no persons are required io respond tp 8 sallection af information unless i displays a valid OMB sontral number,

POWER OF ATTORNEY TO PROSECUTE APPLICATIONS BEFORE THE USPTO

- hereby revokeail previous pCWwers of atlornay given in the application identified in ihe attached statementunder 37 CPR 3.73ich
| thereby appoint:

: As attomey(s) or agent{(s} to represent ihe undersigned before the United Sistes Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) in connection with
f any and all patent applications assigned only to the undersigned according io the USPTO assignment records or assignments decumenis |
E Silached to this fonm in accandanes with 37 OFR 3.73(9},

: Pisaze change ihe corespondence address for the application identified in the allached statement under 37 CFR 3.Reo}to.

| The addrass associated with Gustamer Number.
[OR

fee
CountysenaaaeannnnananaeannnnensassaveafitesusssvesuansassavenuansaasanenunsaeaanennnnsaeaaeennnaseaaeAntNSENNAATASTNTAAASTESTNEAAARANURIANSAAEATURIANSASERAANASASERAESAASASEAAEASAAEAAEASTERNSASSASEANNESSHAN

E Telephone ) Eass ah

[aAasignee Name and Address: Streamlight, inc.
: 30 Eagleville Road

Eagleville, PA 19403

: A copy of this ferem, together with a statement under 37 CFR S.7Xic} (Foun PYOSAIASS or equivalent} is required fe be
g Filed In each application in which thia form is uged. The statement under 37 CFR 3.73(e}) may be compicied by one of
| The practitioners appointed in this form, and muat identify the application in which this Power of Atterney is te be Hisd.

SIGNATURE of Assignee of Record
1wse signature and Ule is supplied below is authorized to act on behalf of the assiqnes

Date aye
seen sib

Telephone 610-631-0600_

 
“This collection of phen is required by 37 CFR 131, 1.32 and 1.33. The information ts required te obtain or retain a benefit by the pasblle wiih fe tes file (anid
oy the USPTO to prcess} an appiication Confidentiality is governed by 35 USC. 4122 and 37 CFR A414 and 1.44. This collection ie estimated fo take 3 minutes
fo completa, Inckeding gathering, preparing, and submitting the complated application fom ic the USPTG, Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you requins io complais this form andor suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officar,
US. Patent and Trademark Offices, US. Department of Commerce, Pad. Box 1450, Aloxanciia, VA 22375-48m, OO NOT SEND FEES GR COMPLETED
FORKS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, 0. Sax 1450, Aienomdcia, VA 29913-4458, .

Parhelion, Inc.
EXHIBIT if you need assistance i campiaiing the form, cat 1-900-PTO-8199 and select option 2.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 83-57) raquiras that you be given certain information in sonmention with your
submission of the attsched form related to a paient agolication or patent, Accordingly, pursuant to the
raguiramenis of fhe Aci, plaase be advised that (1) the general authority for ihe collection of this information is 38
U.S.C. 2(bN2) (2) furnishing of the information solicited is yolunlary; ard (3) the principal purpose for which the
information is used by the U.S, Patent and Trademark Office is ip process and/or examine your submission
related io a patent appfcation or patent. ff you do mot firnish the nequested Information, the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office may not be able io process and/or examina your submission, which may fesull in terminaiion of
priceadings of abandonment af tha anpolieation or exsination of the gafent.

Tha information provided by you in this form wil be sublect to the foflewing rulings uses:

Bo

The Infomation on this farm wil be treated confidentlally fo the extant allowed under the Freadam of
informaiion Act ($ LLS.C. S82) and the Privacy Act (5 US. SSea), Records from this sysien: of records
may be diacloged to tha Deoarimant of Jeciiog to delannins whether disclosure of these recorda is
required by ihe Freedom of information Act.

A rseard front thie system of racords may be disclosed, as a pouting use, in the course of presenting
avicence in 6 court, magisinrals, ar administrative Gjbunal, inchialing disciosumes fo oppasing counsel in
the caurse af settlement nagotiatians.

A reconi in this system: of recomis may be disclosed, as a roulins use, lo a Mamber of Congress
submitting a request invelving an indiviciual, fo whom the recered pertains, whan ihe individual has
requasied agsisiance from the Member with respect to the aublect matter of the recarcd.

A record in this system of racerds may be disclosed, as a routine usa, io a contractor of the Agency
having need for the information in order to perform 8 oontract, Racighents af infermation shall be required
to comply with the reaquiramants of the Privany Act of 1874, as amended, pursuant io § U.S.0. 68¢aim).

Arseord related to an Intemational Application fied unser the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
raconds may be disclosed, as a routine use, fo the Inferiational Bureau of ihe World Inieliectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patani Cooperation Treaty.

A racord in this system of records may be disciasad, as a muting use, to another federal agancyfor
numpases of National Security review (35 USO. 28) and for review pursuant fo the Atomic Energy Act
f42 WS, STaich.

A sseord fram this system of nsenredy may ba disclosed, ae ¢ routine use, to the Administrainr, Gangral
Services, or his/her designes, during an inspactian of records concdunted by GSA as part of that agency's
responsiblity fo recommmand imerovemienis in records management practices and programs, under
authority afd4 US... 2904 and 2806. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA
reguiations gaveming inseection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (ie, SSA or
Commerce) directive. Such disclosures shall nat be used in make datarminations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be discioged, as a routine use, io the public after either
gubfication of the application pursuant in 35 ULS.0, 12afb) of peuance of a patent qursuant to 3 USC.
781. Further, a recorc may be disciused, subject to the lirmfiations of 7 CPR 114, as a routine wae, io ihe
public 8 the record was fled in an apoliestion which becama abandoned ar in whinh the proceedings were
ferminated and which apolieation is referenced by either a published apclication, an application open to
public iInasection or an issued patent.

A record from this system of racarnds may be disclosed, as a routing use, fo a Federal, State, or local law
anforcemient agency, Wf ihe USPTO becomes aware of a violation ar potential violation of law or
FaQuinion,
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PPOSALARS GS-13}
Approved for uaa thmugh O10. OME 6ST Gad

U8. Patent anid Trademark Offices; US, DEPARTMENT OF GOMMERGE
Unger the Paserwerk Reduction Aci of 1855, no garsens are nquined ip rosnerdto @ collection of infarmation unless it dissavs 3 yalld OMB conte! aumbsr.

| Applieant/Patent Gamer: SUBBREQHIGcauminma
Agpication NevPatent No.

Titer’ PORTABLEURLQHTWITHPLANE3OFLaLASERASHE
| Streanfight, Inc. a corporation

{Nene of Assiones} iYype of Assignen, a.9., corporatizn, sarimershin, university, goverment agency, ate}

sintes thal, for the patent asolication/gatant identified ahave, Ris (choose ane of aptians 1,2, 9 or 4 balowh

4. [el The assignes of ihe entire right, tile, and inensel,

a. [] An assignes of lace than the aniire ight, tifa, and Interest (cheek anptiosbis box}
ii The extent Gy parnaniagel of ts ownership interast is ats. Acidtional Statementisi by the owners

Raiding the baianae of ihe interest must be submited fo account for 100%af the ownership interest.

Ed There are unspecied parmentages of ownership, The other partes, Including inventors, whe legether awn the anire
right, tlle and interest are:

Addiicnal Satement{is) by the owneris) holding the balance of the interest must be submitied ta acceunt far ihe entire
right, tiie, anc interest.

a 1 The asaignes of an urrdivided interest in the entirety (a complete assignment fram one of the loin’ Inventors was mada).
} The other parties, including Inventors, whe together own the antire right, tile, ancl interest are:

Agidifional Statementis} Sy the owner(s} Rofding tha balance of the inferse! musi be aubenitied to account for the ante
right, Hie, ancl interest.

4. i The rsckvent, via & court sroceeding or the Ske (e.g, bankrupiny, probate}, of an undivided interest in the enfiraty fa
§ campisic tranaier of awnership interee! was made}. The cemified documeni(s) showing the tranefer ls atlached.

The interest identified In apiian 1, 2 or 3 above (not auilon 4} is evidenced by alther tchease gue of aptians A or 8 below):

A fel An assignment from the Inventarfs} of the patent ancicatior/patent identities above. The assignment was recorded in
3 ine Uruied Sistes Patent and Trademark QHiceaf Real , or for whieh a copy

ineract is attached,

g. Ci A chain of tite irom the inventer{s}, of the patent agelicationpatent identified above, to the current! assignees as follows:

The document was resarded in the LinitedStstales-:Patent andTrademark Oiiice at
. PRante . oF forswhish @ aupy ihereaf is attached,

PREcaasntauntnnennnnns

The document was racorded in tha Linked States Patent and Trademark Office af

peetaf
‘This collection af infermation is required by 27 OFR 27aie) Pre information ts required ty abiain or relate a benefit by the public which is tn fle fend by the LRPTO fe
process} an gootleation. Canfigentiaity lg governed by SB U8 -0. 182 and AP CORN 4.41 and 1.44. This colisetion is estemated to lake 12 minutes to complete, inching
gathering, pragariyy, ara! anieniting the comaieted ayntication fonm io the USPTO. Thne will wary depending upon the individual case. Any oommmenis on the amour
of ike you require fo compiete this tom andlor suggestions for reducing this burden, shouted be send te the Chie? information Otiicer, U.S. Patent and Trademark
ONice, US. Gepariment af Commence, 6.0. Soe 148k) Alerardiia, VA 20379-7080, 00 NOT SEND FEES OF COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADUBESS. SERRE
Toh Sammiesionar for Patent, PO. Box 1450, Alexeniria, VA Sed!2-1488.

 
. OF far which @ copy thersaf is attached,

ifyou need assistance in completing thefarm, call 1-200-P7D-9199 and select aption 2.
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PTOVALANG (OETe)
Ageroved for use tiemagh GUSTRS, OME S881-083)

US. Fatent and Trademark Gtice: 1.5. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Sqiited to ressend te a collection of inigsmation untase € diaglars a valid OMB contral number.

The decument was recorded in tha United Slates Patent and Trademark ONfes at

Asal | ae PRAMS auOF for which a copy thereof is attached.

8. Prom sews EER soe
   

The document was recorded in tha Unite Statas Patent and Trademark Office at

Raat ww PRE w OF far which a copy thereof is attached.

sassuunatuaanuunsnuuaniuaaruuariuasruuansuasrnuns cow PR sassusaonnanustatunsabunannunntnaaneuanrnuarnuansnusion

The document was racoriad in thea United States Patent and Tradsmarck Gifies at

 

PRBEEners2 PRTeee> OF lar which a copy thereaf! is starched,

Snmnnmnnnmnninnantenamnnnnnnnanannmamannrnmnmnmnmnnanismmiie: 1B  camninitntesniinisctieiinaiiiciatnnsGiitiiniiuniinniiiindisie
The document was recorded in the Lintted States Patent and Trademark Giiios at

_.. OF for which a copy thereof is attachad. 

Pt Additional decuments inthe chain of ile are Nslecd on a sugglemental sheat{s).

As required by 37 CRA GPS{eX 1 Hi}, ihe documaniary aviience of the chain of tikes lrom the original owner fo the
; QseiGnes was, Sf conmurrantily is heing, submited for recordation pursuant to SP OFR BT.

iNOTE: A senarate comy (La. @ ltua copy of the orginal gasionmaent decument(ss musi be subritiad to Assignment
Division in accordanes with G7 CPR Part 3, to recard the assignment in ihe records of he USPTO. See MPEP 302.081

The underagewhose dieysgutted Selow) is authorized ie act an behail of the assignee.#

 
| Raymond L. Sharrah
| PistadorTyped Name THis or Regisiration Number

 
 

Page2of 2
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Privacy Act Staternent

The Privany Act of 1976 (PL. 93-878) requires that you be given ceriain information in connection with your
submission of the attached jor slated io a patent anplication ar patent. Accoemlingly, pursuant ic the
saquirements of the Act, please be advised that (1) the general auiherity for the collection of this information is 3S
US.G. eis: (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the
information is used by the US. Patent and Trademark Office is to process ancVor examine your submission ratated
18 @ patent application or palent HP you de not furnish the requested inionmation, the U.S. Patent anc Trademark
Office may not be able to prooses and/or examing your submission, which may result in termination of preosedings
or abandonment of the anolication ar expiration of the patent.

Thee informaiion provided By you in this fonm will be subject to the following routine uses:

.- The information on this farm will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of
information Act (§ US.0. 592) and the Privacy Act (8 1.5.0 S828}. Records irom tis system of racords
may be cdieciosed to the Department of Justice to determine whathar disclosure of these records is
required by the Freedom af information Act.
A rscord frorn this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
avidenoe ig a court, magistrate, or acminisirative tribunal, including disclosuras io opposing counsel in the
course of seltlemant negotiations,
A record in this system of neeords may be disclosed, as a routine use, in a Member of Congress
submitting a request! invelving an indivicual, fo whom the record pertains, when the Individual has
requested asgistanos frm the Member with reapect to the suliiect matter of the receard.
A record in this system af records may be discinsed, ag a rouling use, fo & contractor af the Agency
having need for the information in order io perform a contract. Aleclplents of information shall be required
fo comply with ihe requirements of ihe Privacy Aci of 1874, as amended, pursuant fo 5 U.S.C, §$2atn),
A record related to an international Apolication filed undar the Patent Geoneration Traaty in this aysiam of
records may Se disclosed, as a routine usa, to the International Bureai of tha Word Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant io the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this sysiem of recomis may be disclosed, os a routine use, is another federal agancy for
purposes of National Security review (35 LLS.0. 181) and fer review pursuant to tha Atomin Energy Act
i458 U.S.G. 218{c}}.
& racard from thle system of records may be disclosed, as 3 routine use, fo the Administrator, Ganaral
Servises, or histher designes, during an inspection of reconia conducted by GSA es pari of that agency's
responsibility to recommend improvements in records managemant practions and pragrams, under
authority of 44 U.S... 2904 and 2806. Such disclosura shall be made in acoamdance wih the GSA
requiaiions governing inspection of records for ihis purpase, and any other relavant (Le, GSA ar
Sammerce} directive. Sush disclasure shail nat be usect to make determinaiions about individuals.
& rscard fram this system of moorda may be disclosed, AS 8 ruling use, is the publin after eithar
publication of the apniieaiion pursuant ip 39 USO. 12218) or issuance af a patent pursuant fo 38 USC.
161. Further, a rseord may be disclosed, subleci to the limliatians of 37 OFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the
gublic # ihe renerd wae filed in an anoiication which besams abandoned or in whieh the pracesdings were
lerminaiad amd which application is rsigrencad by either a published apnlieation, an application open ta
jublic inspection or an Beved patent.
A rseard from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, fo a Federal, State, or neal law
enforcement agenoy, # the USPTO besemes aware of a violation or potential vidlation of law or requiaiion.
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Page 4 of 2 Docket No. QS6-POSS4SUS04 (SL-727)

A&SSINMENT

WHERESS, Raymond L. SHARRAH, Thamas DBD. BORE and Donald J.
KEELEY, hereinafter individually and collectively referred io as ASSIGNOR, are the
named inventors of an Invention entitled: PORTABLE LNSHT WITH PLANE GF LASER

LIGHT, described and claimed in an apoication for Letters Patent af the United States
thal was first signed by the below fiventors on ar about the day anc month indicated
below and bears the atiorney deckel number above; and

WHEREAS, STREAMLIGNT, ING. a corporation organized and existing under
anc by virtues of tre laws of the State of Delaware, and angaged in business at 30
faglevile Road, Eagleville, PA United States 19403-3896, hereinafter referred te as
ASSIGNEE,Is desirous of acquiring said invention and any and all applications for
Lotlers Patent and any and all Letiers Patent of the United Stales and foreign countries
that may be Issued therefar:

NOW, THEREFORE, ihe parties hereto, intending to be Ieqally bound, agree
that, in consideration of good and valuable consideration paid fo ASSIGNOKRby
ASSIGNEE, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, ASSIGNOR has sold,
assigned and set over and hereby does sell, assign and set aver, unio ASSIGNEE,iis
SUCCRSSOTS and assigns, his or her entire fight, fle and interest for, io and within the
United States and all foreign countries, in and to the aforesaid invention and the
application identified above, including any and all provisional apolications,
continuations, divisionals, continualions-in-pari, reiasues and re-examinations thereof,
and in and io any and all Letters Patent that may issue tierefer in ihe United Staise and
in any and al foreign countries dinciuding related righis such as ullity model
registrations, inventors’ cariificateas and the tke} In addition, ASSMSNOR has soid,
assigned and set over and hereby does sell, assign and set over, unto ASSHSNEE,its
successors and assigns, the right io Ne oalent applications as applicant, to claim
Gfiorify in any and all foreign applications, including applications ied under the Patent
Cooperation Treaty, io ihe ahove-referenced application and any and all provisional,
continuation, divisional, and coniinualion-in-part apolications for the invention, and
hereby consents fo and aulhorizes the filing of any and all such applications.

And ASSHSNOR hereby authorizes and recuesis the Commissioner of Patenis
and Trademarks to issue any and all Letiers Patent of the United States io ASSHSNEE,
H suceessors and assigns, as the owner of al right, ile and inferest therein.

And for saici consleration, itis hareby covenanied and agreed that al the
request and expense of ASSIGNEE, iis successars and assigns, ASSHGNOR will
axecule any further papers and do such other acts and things as may be necessary
ard proper in permit ASSIGNEE, its successors and assigns, to fle, fle as anplicant,
procure and enforce Letters Patent for said invention in the United States and in such
foreign countrias as ASSIGNEE,iis successors and assigns may elect, and vest ihe full
tHe therete in ASSIGNEE,lis successars and assigns.
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Page 2 of 2 Docket No. MS6-PRG343US01 (SL-727)

ASSIGNMENT

iN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Assignment has been execuled on the.ieay andmonth indicated below.

 

 
 

  
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

COUNTY OF MONTGOMERY

Before me, the undersigned, a notary public, in and for the county aforesaid, onthis ri day oflpr.na 217, personally appearad Raymond L.
SHARRAH, Thomas D. BORIS and Donald J. KEELEY, fo me known fo be the person

described in and who executed the foregoing instrument and who acknowledged that

he executed the same as his free act and deed and desired the same to be recorded as

such.

f
atee.cofeaiePilessn

NOTARIAL SEAL
Teresa A. Hall, Notary Pubic

Lower Providence Twp, Manigntery ineMy commbasiog aspires August 8, 2
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date:

Title of Invention: PORTABLE LIGHT WITH PLANE OF LASER LIGHT

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: RaymondL.Sharrah etal.

ClementAlphonse Berard

Attorney Docket Number: 0096-P06343US01 (SL-727)

Filed as Small Entity

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Sub-Total in

USD($)

1 300 300

1 360 360

Description Fee Code Quantity

UTILITY SEARCH FEE 2111

UTILITY EXAMINATION FEE 2311

Claims:

1 10INDEPENDENTCLAIMS IN EXCESSOF 3 2201 2 210

 
Miscellaneous-Filing:
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Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (S$) 1340
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 15492344

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 3062

Title of Invention: PORTABLE LIGHT WITH PLANE OF LASER LIGHT

ee

a

Paymentinformation:

 
Deposit Account 041406

Authorized User Dawn Underwood

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

37 CFR 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

37 CFR 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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37 CFR 1.19 (Documentsupply fees)

37 CFR 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

37 CFR 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

Document sas : File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number DocumentDescription File Name Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.) 

1823282

Application Data Sheet 9f9db4c73e978 1985532a42b72938d446b5|
124e

Warnings: 

Information:

161762

63a3dd2369e6e4af83460C5 3e 155dfo3a46
10e6b.

 
Specification

Claims

Abstract

Information:

 
678539

Drawings-only black and white line
drawings SL-727_Drawings.pdf 6507c6bb89a256c31 aacéd21af470ea8712

Information:

145503

Oath or Declaration filed Declaration.pdf 044 1a6cSb0b87b09ca0d 3f2dc80db1b73a5}
beOec

Warnings: 

Information:

156036

 
5 Powerof Attorney POA.pdf no 21bf4283 1 bea6c6fS0be4d3553e0b79e293a

da60e
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Information:

174322

Assignee showing of ownership per 37
CER 373 STATEMENT.pdf ¢8567cl claa6c36b1802987fd28681003e9e|

alec

Information:

118473

Assignee showing of ownership per 37
CFR 3.73 Assignment.pdf 4b29637f748b74782535c019e18ca5467242|

e977

  
Information: 

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf 90ada46ed00749F9df4781 164a0d209609c
eb4cf    

Warnings:

Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOof the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown onthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

 

NewInternational Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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PTO/AIA/14 (11-15)
Approved for use through 04/30/2017. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.

ati

Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76
Application Number 

Title of Invention|PORTABLE LIGHT WITH PLANE OF LASER LIGHT 
 

The application data sheetis part of the provisional or nonprovisional application for which it is being submitted. The following form contains the
bibliographic data arrangedin a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76.
This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the
document may beprinted and includedin a paperfiled application. 

Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2:

g Portionsorall of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet mayfall under a Secrecy Order pursuantto
37 CFR 5.2 (Paperfilers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may notbefiled electronically.)

 

 

Inventor Information:

 

Middle Name Family Name

ResidenceInformation (Select One) @ US Residency Non US Residency Active US Military Service

|City|| ollegeville State/Province |PA|Country of Residencd

Mailing Addressof Inventor:

paadresst[peeeanroas
Address?
|city|| ollegeville State/Province PA

[PostalGode«peas———~SCS~CS~dsomni|S
enebe

 

 

Legal Name

[Prefs]GivenName——«dMiddleName=iFamilyName=Six
THPes |b. pors__——did:Cr

Residence Information (Select One) (@) US Residency Non US Residency Active US Military Service

 

Mailing Addressof Inventor:

Address 1 £ N. Grange AvenueAddress 2

city|Potesewt__] StateProvince [PA
Postal Code Countryi | lus

RiInventor
Legal Name

ey——SsdsSé#'dd
Residence Information (Select One) (@) US Residency Non US Residency Active US Military Service

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

EFS Web2.2.12
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PTO/AIA/14 (11-15)
Approved for use through 04/30/2017. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number|0096-P06343US01 (SL-727) 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

Application Number 

Title of Invention|PORTABLE LIGHT WITH PLANE OF LASER LIGHT

 

 

State/Province | PA
Postal Code Country i | lus
 

 
 

All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional Inventor Information blocks may be
generated within this form by selecting the Add button. 

Correspondence Information:

Enter either Customer Numberor complete the Correspondence Information section below.
For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a).

 

 

|_] An Addressis being provided for the correspondence Information of this application.

Email Address |Hocketclerk@ddhs.com | Add Email | [Remove Email|

Application Information:

[SubjectMater[payCCCC*C
Total Number of Drawing Sheets(if any) Suggested Figure for Publication (if any)

  
 

 

  

Filing By Reference:
Only complete this section whenfiling an application by reference under 35 U.S.C. 111(c) and 37 CFR 1.57(a). Do not complete this sectionif
application papers including a specification and any drawingsare being filed. Any domestic benefit or foreign priority information must be
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PORTABLE LIGHT WITH PLANE OF LASER LIGHT

[ 001] This Application claims the benefit of US Provisional Patent Application No.

62/325,917 entitled “PORTABLE LIGHT WITH LASER”filed April 21, 2016, which is hereby

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

[ 002] The present invention relates to a portable light and in particular, to a portable light

with an illumination light source and a laser providing a plane oflaser light.

[ 003] Strong and reliable portable lights are important to the safety ofpersonnel who must

enter hazardous and/or dangerous locations. Lights intended for use in such locations often have

special circuitry to reduce the danger from high temperatures and/or sparks, and/or have special

light producing configurations that improvethe ability of a user to see while in hazardous

locations. Often the users of such lights may befirefighters, police, security, environmental

specialists, military and otherfirst responder personnel, as well as military and rescue personnel in

such environments, who may risk health andlife in such areas.

[ 004] Such portable lights are used in many environments to provide illumination and to

enable personnel to operate in those environments. In certain environments, visibility may be

reduced by smoke,particles, fog, steam, mist, rain, snow and/or other matter suspendedor floating

in the air. Often these kinds of environments may be hazardous and/or dangerous to personnel, and

so the reduced visibility created by such environments can increase the level ofhazard and/or

danger. Lights for use in these environments may include special optical elements that form and/or

direct the light beam produced bythe light in ways thought to improvetheir ability to “cut

through”the particle-filled air, thereby to improvevisibility.

[ 005] Typically, a bright light is necessary to penetrate such environments, however, such

environments tend to reflect light back towards the portable light and thereby can tend to “blind”

the personnel using the portable light. Peripheral light is particularly offensive when reflected

back. One wayto reducethis reflection-induced blinding is to employ a highly collimated beam of

light thereby to reduce any peripherally projected light.
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[ 006] Conventionally, lights employ a highly collimating parabolic reflector and an

opaque cover, ¢.g., as by a black opaquearea on an incandescentlight source, to block peripheral

light. Thus the light intensity at the center of the light beam is increasedrelative to the intensity at

the periphery thereof.

[ 007] An example of such light includes the SURVIVOR®light available from

Streamlight, Inc. of Eagleville, Pennsylvania, which produces a high-intensity light formed into a

relatively tight spot beam for reducing side reflected light. A recent version of the SURVIVOR®

light includes a removable selectable beam modification element, which may be either opaque or

colored, thatfits into a recess in a solid optical element in a way to improvevisibility in certain

reduced and/or limited visibility environments, and which is described in US Patent No. 9,488,331

entitled “PORTABLE LIGHT WITH SELECTABLE OPTICAL BEAM FORMING

ARRANGEMENT?”which wasissued November8, 2016, and is hereby incorporated herein by

referencein its entirety.

[ 008] However, whena light having a highly collimated spot beam is employed in other

environments, the absence of peripheral light may be a disadvantage.

[ 009] With the advent of modern high light output solid state light sources, e.g., light

emitting diode (LED)light sources, a parabolic reflector is less efficient because the LED does not

emit light relatively evenly over a complete spherical volumeas does an incandescent source.

Typically, modern LEDsinclude an integral curved plastic lens so as to produce lightrelatively

evenly over a hemispherical volume. Typically, many modern LED lights employ an optical

arrangement in which internal reflection of light within an optical element is utilized to shape a

forward projecting collimated light beam. Also typically, a level of peripheral light is provided by

light that is directly emitted from the LED and/or bylight diffusing elements to redirect light

toward the periphery of the light beam. A permanent opaque plate has been employed to block the

direct forward projected light from the LED.

[ 010] However, even with lessening of the negative effect of peripheral light, Applicant

believes there is a need for a portable light that allows individuals to better discern the physical

features of environments, e.g., structures and objects therein, in a limited visibility environment,
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e.g., one in which smoke, mist, particles, fog, steam and/or other matter may be suspended or

floating in the air.

[ 011] Applicant believes there may be a need for a light that may provide improved

discernmentin a limited visibility environment.

[ 012] Accordingly, a portable light may comprise: a light body having an illumination

light source andalaser light source supported thereby, each source selectively energizable for

producing light; and a switch for selectively energizing the white light and/or laser light source.

Thelaser light source may be configured to provide a plane oflaser light, so as to create a line of

laser light on objects illuminated by the laser light plane. In this regard, the laser light source may

include a cylindricallens to create the light plane. A TIR optical element may also be disposed in

front of the white light source for receiving the light produced thereby, and form the white light

into a collimated beam oflight, the TIR optical element having a recess in a forward face thereof.

A selectable beam modification element may be placeable into and removable from the recess in

the forward face of the TIR optical element.

[ 013] Also, a portable light may comprise: an illumination light source anda laser light

source supported by a light body and each selectively energizable by a switch for producing

illumination light; and the laser light source may include a cylindrical lens for transmitting a plane

of laser light.

[ 014] Accordingly, a portable light may comprise: light body; an illumination light source

supported by the light body relatively remotely to a base end thereof, configured to emit

illumination light in a predetermined direction and being selectively energizable by a switch for

producing illumination light; a laser light source supported by the light body relatively nearer to the

base end thereof and being selectively energizable by the switch for producing laser light, wherein

the laser light source includes a cylindrical lens configured for transmitting a plane oflaser light in

substantially the predetermined direction.

[ 015] Accordingly, a portable light may comprise: a light body; an illumination light

source supported by the light body andselectively energizable for producing illuminationlight,

wherein the illumination light source includes a shaped optically clear element having a forward

surface through which the illumination light exits; and a laser light source supported by the shaped
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optically clear element and selectively energizable for producing laser light, wherein the laserlight

source includes a cylindrical lens configured for transmitting a plane oflaser light in substantially

the samedirection as the illumination light.

[ 016] In summarizing the arrangements described and/or claimed herein, a selection of

concepts and/or elements and/or steps that are described in the detailed description herein may be

made or simplified. Any summary is not intended to identify key features, elements and/orsteps,

or essential features, elements and/or steps, relating to the clatmed subject matter, and so are not

intended to be limiting and should not be construed to be limiting of or defining of the scope and

breadth of the claimed subject matter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

[ 017] The detailed description of the preferred embodiment(s) will be more easily and

better understood whenread in conjunction with the FIGURESofthe Drawing whichinclude:

[ 018] FIGS. 1A and 1B are front and rear perspective views of an example embodimentof

a portable light with a laser light source, FIGS. 1C and 1D are front and rear views thereof, and

FIGS. 1E and 1F are top and bottom viewsthereof, respectively;

[ 019] FIG, 2 is an exploded perspective view of the example portable light of FIG.1;

[ 020] FIG, 3 is a cross-sectional view of FIG. 1C;

[ 021] FIG.4 is a perspective view of the example beam forming arrangement with a laser

light source of FIG.3;

[ 022] FIGS. 5A and 5Bare first and second end viewsofthe example optical beam

forming arrangement with a laser light source of FIG. 4, and FIGS. 5C and 5D areside cross-

sectional views of the example optical beam forming arrangement with a laser light source of FIG.

4 and of an alternative embodiment thereof, respectively;

[ 023] FIGS. 6A, 6B and 6C are side cross-sectional, end and plan views, respectively, of

an examplelaser light source of FIG.4;

[ 024] FIG.7A is a front view of the example lightillustrating an alternative position for

the laser light source, FIGS. 7B is a front view of the example light with the example optical
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element removed, and FIGS. 7C and 7D illustrate alternative mounting of the examplelaserlight

source in the example optical element including for rotatability of the example laser light source;

[ 025] FIGS. 8A and 8B are perspective views of alternative embodiments of the portable

light 100 including mounting the example laser light source on the light body thereofat locations

that are spaced away from the illumination light source; and

[ 026] FIG.9A is a front view of an alternative embodimentincluding mounting an

example laser light source on a flexible stalk that is mounted to the example portable light, and

FIGS. 9B and 9C are a perspective view and a cross-sectional view, respectively, of the example

laser light source mounted onthe flexible stalk.

[ 027] In the Drawing, where an element or feature is shown in more than one drawing

figure, the same alphanumeric designation may be used to designate such elementor feature in

each figure, and where a closely related or modified element is shownin a figure, the same

alphanumerical designation primed or designated “a” or “b”or the like may be used to designate

the modified element or feature. Similarly, similar elements or features may be designated by like

alphanumeric designations in different figures of the Drawing and with similar nomenclature in the

specification. According to commonpractice, the various features of the drawing are notto scale,

and the dimensions of the various features may be arbitrarily expanded or reducedfor clarity, and

any value stated in any Figure is given by way of example only.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT(S)

[ 028] FIGS.1A and 1B are front and rear perspective views of an example embodimentof

a portable light 100 with a laser light source, FIGS. 1C and 1D are front and rear viewsthereof,

and FIGS. 1E and IF are top and bottom viewsthereof, respectively; FIG. 2 is an exploded

perspective view of the example portable light 100 of FIG. 1; and FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view

of the example portable light 100 including an example embodimentof an optical beam forming

arrangement 200-300 with laser light source 400 therefor. Portable light 100 includes a body or

housing 120 that is configured to have a base 130 upon whichlight 100 canrest, e.g., on a
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horizontal surface, and to have a light source 140 that when energized projects light in a direction

substantially perpendicularly to the long axis (e.g., vertical axis) of body 120.

[ 029] Light 100 preferably, but optionally, includes a clip 150 on light body 120 by which

it can be attached(e.g., clipped) to an article of clothing or to equipmentor to another object, e.g.,

a belt or strap or rope or bar, as well as a hanger or loop 155 by whichit can be attached(e.g.,

hung) from an article of clothing or equipmentor another object. Hanger 155 is attachedto light

body or housing 120 by a bracket, e.g., the bracket 152 that supports clip 150, and more

specifically, hanger 155 is pivotable on the pivot or hinge pin 154 on which clip 150 pivots on that

bracket 152 relative to housing 120.

[ 030] A switch actuator 160 is provided for selectively energizing and de-energizing

illumination light source 140, e.g., white light source 140, and laser light source 400, where the

light sources 140, 400 maybe energized separately, so that only one source 140, 400 is on at a

given time. Preferably switch actuator 160 is at the upper end on body 120 whereit can easily be

actuated by a finger when light 100 is held in hand or can be pressed whenlight 100 is resting on a

horizontal surface or is attached by clip 150 or hung by loop 155. Also preferably, light sources

140, 400 are proximate the upper endof light body 120.

[ 031] Light body or housing 120 is preferably a hollow tube 120,e.g., a molded plastic

tube, having a receptacle 1b for receiving elements, c.g., elements 142-148, 176, 200, 300 of white

light source 140 extending substantially perpendicularly from the upper end of body 120, and

having an opening 126 at the upper end thereof for receiving elements, e.g., elements 162-166, of

switch actuator 160. A switch boot 162 of switch actuator 160 is attached over an opening 126 in

the upper end of housing 120 by a switch ring 164 whichis attached to housing 120, e.g., by

adhesive or by welding or by another suitable method to sealingly attach boot 162 thereto. A

switch spacer 166 is disposed behind switch boot 162 for transmitting a pressing of boot 162 to

actuate an electrical switch 172 which is adjacent thereto when LED module assembly 170 is

inserted into housing tube 120 through the opening at the base 130 thereof andis fully seated

against the upper end thereof.

[| 032] LED module assembly 170 includes,e.g., a heat sink structure 178 to an upper end

of which is mounted electrical switch 172 and to a lower end ofwhich are mounted a pair of spring
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contacts 174 for making electrical connections to a battery assembly 180. Heat sink structure 178

is substantially rectangular with two substantially parallel opposing sides thereof having extensions

projecting upwardly and downwardly, e.g., to increase the heat sinking area and massthereof. A

preferably integral wall fills the rectangular center of heat sink 178 and thermally connectsto all

sides thereof and presents a mounting surface substantially in the plane ofheat sink 178. Mounted

to that mounting surface of heat sink structure 178 is a light emitting diode (LED) 176, whichis

also an element of illumination light source 140. LED 176 is mounted in a position to direct light

substantially outward and away from that surface of heat sink 178 and around a perpendicular to

the long axis of housing 120, e.g., into the base of optical element 200, as described below.

[ 033] Battery assembly 180 includes an innercarrier structure 182 which carries, e.g., a

plurality of battery cells (not shown) and provides interconnections therebetween and an outer

carrier cover 186. Carrier 182 includes a pair of contacts 184 at its upper end, e.g., accessible

through openings in the upper end of carrier cover 186, for making electrical connection to the

spring contacts 174 extending from LED module 170. Battery assembly 180 may contain either

single use battery cells or rechargeable battery cells. Where batiery assembly 180 contains

rechargeable battery cells, carrier cover 186 may be permanently attached to inner carrier 182. In

that embodiment, battery assembly 180 preferably also provides a pair of contacts at its lower end

for making electrical connection to optional connections 134 through battery door 132.

[ 034] Battery door 132 is hinged by pin 125 engaging a clevis 124 at the base of housing

120 and preferably includes a pair of contacts 134 there through for connecting battery carrier 180

internal to light 100 to an external source of charging power, e.g., a charger base, when light 100 is

placed therein for charging rechargeable batteries that may be utilized in light 100. Battery door

132 includes a pivotable clasp 138 for securing battery cover 132 in a closed position in housing

120, and mayalso include an O-ring, gasket or other seal for sealing the battery door end of

housing 120.

[ 035] White illumination light source 140 may be provided by an LED 176 of LED

module assembly 170 in conjunction with elements 142-148, 200, 300. Optical element 200 is a

shapedoptically clear plastic element 210 that has a polished generally parabolic external side

surface 240, a generally widerflat polished forward surface 220, and a shaped narrowerrearward
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surface 230 that is disposed adjacent to LED 176 of LED module assembly 170. LED 176 may be

surrounded by a raised ring sized and shaped to receive the rearward end 230 of optical element

200. Polished side surface 240 may be a generally parabolic surface or other suitably shaped

surface to collimate the light produced by LED 176 into a desired beam,c.g., a collimated forward

projecting white light beam.

[ 036] Optical element 200 is covered by a lens 144 and both are retained in the threaded

receptacle 122 of housing 120 byalens ring 142. Preferably Lens ring 142 hasthreads,e.g.,

internal threads, that engage complementary threads, e.g., external threads, of receptacle 122 for

securing lens ring 142, lens 144 and optical element 200 in housing 120. Preferably, but

optionally, an O-ring 146 grommet146 or other seal 146, may be provided betweenlens ring 142

and lens 144 to provide a seal thereat and housing 120 may have a second O-ring 148 around outer

periphery of receptacle 122 for sealing betweenlens ring 144 and housing 120.

[ 037] Preferably, but optionally, a pivotable clip assembly 150 includes a pivotable clip

150c andis attached at a bracket 152 thereof to housing 120 by one or more fasteners 159, e.g., two

screws 159. Clip assembly 150 includesthe clip 150c whichis pivotably mounted to bracket or

base 152 by a pivot pin 154, and has hanger or loop 155 that is pivotable by the ends thereof

pivotably engaging hinge pin or pivot pin 154 on which clip 155 pivots. Housing 120 may be

provided with a pressure relief valve 128, typically a resilient valve 128, disposed in an opening in

housing.

[ 038] FIG.4 is a perspective view of the example beam forming arrangement 200 of FIG.

3; FIGS. 5A and 5B arefirst and second end views of the example optical beam forming

arrangement 200 withalaser light source 40 of FIG. 4, and FIGS. 5C and 5D areside cross-

sectional views of the example optical beam forming arrangement 200 with a laser light source 400

of FIG. 4 and of an alternative embodiment thereof, respectively. Optical element 200 is a shaped

optically clear plastic element whose optically clear body 210 has a curved polished side surface

240, a generally widerflat polished forward surface 220, and a narrower rearward shaped surface

that is disposed adjacent to LED 176 of LED module assembly 170 as described. Light, typically

white light, produced by LED 176 enters optical element 200 through the rearward end 230
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thereof, is essentially totally internally reflected therein to form a highly collimated beam oflight,

and exits optical element 200 at the flat forward exit surface 220 thereof. Thusthetotally

internally reflective (TIR) optical element 200 serves to redirect the rays of light emitted by LED

176, which are emitted therefrom substantially radially into a substantially hemispherical volume,

into substantially parallel rays of light defining a highly collimated beam oflight that exits forward

surface 220 of optical element substantially parallel to the central axis, e.g., the axis of optical

symmetry, thereof.

[ 039] Morespecifically, light emitted by LED 176 impinges on andis refracted by the

side wall of the rearward cylindrical recess 260 and into the body 210 of optical element 200

whereinit is totally internally reflected (TIR) by external curved surface 240 to exit via the flat

forward face 220 thereof as a highly collimated beam. While most of the light entering via the side

wall 262 of cylindrical recess 260 is believed to come directly from LED 176, LED 176 is not a

true point source and so some rays maybereflected by surface 270 towardsside wall 262.

Because optical element 200 is highly efficient in collecting and in internally reflecting and

collimating the light emitted by LED 176, very little light is emitted toward the periphery of optical

element 200.

[ 040] A substantially cylindrical recess 260 at the rearward end of optical element 200 has

a curved convex bottom 270 for refracting light from LED 176 into optical body 210 in a direction

towards the bottom 252 of cylindrical recess 250 in the flat forward surface 220 thereof, from

whichit exits optical element 200. Preferably, the light exiting optical element 200 is diffused

through the textured bottom surface 252 of recess 250 to provide peripheral light. The cylindrical

recess 250 provided in the flat forward face 220 of optical element 200 in an available embodiment

thereof hasa flat textured bottom surface 252 so as to diffuse light from LED 176 that impinges

upon surface 252 thereby to provide the peripheral light.

[ 041] Because peripheral light is sometimes desirable and sometimesis not desirable,

Applicant provides a selectable beam modification element 300 that enables a user to easily

reconfigure portable light 100 to provide the desired level of peripheral light. A removable beam

modification element 300, e.g., a removable plug element 300, may be disposed in the cylindrical

recess 250 in the forward surface of optical element 200, whereat is can block or otherwise modify
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one or more characteristics of the light exiting through surface 252, e.g., which can provide

peripheral light. Preferably removable beam modification element 300, e.g., removable plug

element 300, has an opaque body or base 310 so as to maximizethe peripheral light that it blocks.

[ 042] It has been found that if the peripheral light is amber in color, it can be less

objectionable and less fatiguing to a user than is white peripheral light, at least in some

environments. Accordingly, a removable beam modification element300, e.g., removable plug

element 300, that has a body 310 of transparent or translucent amber colored material, e.g., plastic,

may be provided, either in place of and/or in addition to an opaque plug 300, to modify the color or

the intensity or both of the peripheral light, e.g., to be amber in color.

[ 043] One example embodiment of removable beam modification element 300, ¢.g.,

removable plug element 300, preferably comprises an opaque cylindrical body 310 having a

diameter that is slightly smaller than the diameter of the cylindrical recess 250 in the forward face

of optical element 200 and being of lesser thickness than the depth thereof.

[ 044] Intuitively, one might expect that placing an opaque beam modification element 300

directly in front of LED light source 176 would substantially diminish the light intensity at the

center ofthe light beam emitted by light 100 and would havelittle effect upon the intensity of

peripheral light, which beam modification element 300 does not appear to be in position to affect.

Surprisingly, however, Applicant has found that the light intensity of the light near the center of the

emitted light beam is not substantially diminished by beam modification element 300 while the

intensity of the peripheral light is substantially diminished or otherwise modified.

[ 045] Optical element 200 may include on optical body 210 thereof one or more

orientation defining features 212, ¢.g., one or more projections 212, that may engage one or more

correspondingorientation features, ¢.g., one or more recesses, in the housing 120, 122 into which

optical element 200 is placed. Where the orientation of optical element 200 in housing 120, 122 is

desired to be a particular orientation, then orientation features 212 may be arranged in a non-

symmetrical pattern.

[ 046] Selectable beam modification element 300 is preferably of a size and shape

corresponding to that of the recess 250, preferably a cylindrical recess, e.g., recess 250, in the

forward face of optical element 200 so that it can easily be placed into that recess and can easily be
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removed from that recess, thereby to reconfigure portable light 100 to produce a lesser and a

greater level of peripheral light. Typically, and preferably, the base of selectable beam

modification element 300 may be a cylindrical disk having a diameterthatis slightly less than that

of the cylindrical recess of optical clement 200, and having a thickness (or length) that may be the

sameas, less than or greater than the depth of the cylindrical recess.

[ 047] Preferably, but optionally, removable beam modification element 300 may have a

raised gripping member320,e.g., a raised ridge 320 or a sphere 320 on a short post, so that

removable beam modification element 300 mayeasily be gripped and removed from the cylindrical

recess 250 in optical element 200.

[ 048] Selectable beam modification element 300 may be removably retained in the recess

250 of optical element 200 in any one or more of a variety of different arrangements. For example,

selectable beam modification element 300 may be removably retained in the recess of optical

element 200 by friction, or may havea resilient periphery that contacts the inner surface of the

recess 250 in optical element 200, or may be of a resilient material and of a diameter to contact the

inner surface of the recess 250 in optical element 200, or may have an O-ring in a peripheral

groovethat contacts the inner surface of the recess 250 in beam modification element 300, or may

be retained by pressure where the difference between the diameters of selectable beam

modification element 300 and the recess 250 are small. In the illustrated embodiment, selectable

beam modification element 300 is retained by a cover provided by lens 10 andlens ring 11,

however, a cover of a different form, ¢.g., a press in or snap in cover, may also be employed.

[ 049] Further, selectable beam modification element 300 may be opaque or may be

transparent or translucent and of any desired color, or plural different beam modification elements

300 may be provided with light 100. For example, selectable beam modification element 300 may

be of a transparent amber colored material so that the peripheral light is amber in color whichis

believed to be less fatiguing when reflected by smoke or other particulates in an environment. The

intensity of the peripheral light is directly related to the light transmissibility of the material from

which selectable beam modification element 300 is made, and so the material employed may be

selected to provide a desired level of peripheral light intensity. Further, selectable beam

modification element 300 may be of materials of other colors, e.g., red, blue, green, yellow and the
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like, as may be desired for coloring the peripherallight for a given environment and/or preference,

or for merely distinguishing by its color one light 100 from anotherlight 100.

[ 050] As a result of selectable beam modification element 300 being removably retained

in optical element 200, portable light 100 is easily configurable and reconfigurable by a user to

produce a beam oflight having a lesser peripheral light intensity or a greater peripheral light

intensity, as well as to configurations producing peripheral light of different colors and/or

intensities,

[ 051] In addition, because white light is sometimes not desirable, Applicant also provides

laser light source 400 that may be configured to provide a plane oflaser lightto illuminate objects

in a reduced visibility environment, such as a smoke-filled room. FIG. 6A is a side cross-sectional

view of the example laser light source 400, and FIGS. 6B and 6C are an end view and a plan view,

respectively, of the laser light source 400 showingthe light plane 450. Laser light source 400

includes a laser emission element 410, a laser lens assembly 420 and a lens supporting element 430

in which is disposed a cylindrical lens 440.

[ 052] Thelaser light source 400 may include a cylindrical lens 440 for receiving light

from a laser emission element 402, such as a red laser diode, and for transmitting the received light

as the plane of laser light 450. Thelaser light source 400 mayincludea registration feature 434 on

an external surface thereof disposed in registration with a longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens

440. In particular, the registration feature 434 may have an axis oriented perpendicular to the

longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens 440 wherebythe plane oflaser light 450 is substantially

parallel to the flat surface of registration feature 434.

[ 053] Thelaser light source 400 may be mountedto the flat forward exit surface 220

interior to the optical element 200, e.g., in a recess 280 therein. One might also expect that placing

the laser light source 400 in the path of LED light source 176 would substantially diminish the

light intensity of the white light beam emitted by light 100. Surprisingly, however, Applicant has

foundthat the light intensity of the light of the emitted white light beam is not substantially

diminished by the presence oflaser light source 400 in the recess 280 of TIR optical element 200,
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210. Perhaps the light from LED 176 traveling in TIR optical elementis reflected at the interface

of recess 280 to remain within optical element 280 until it exits at flat front surface 220.

[ 054] In an example laser light source 400, the laser assembly 410 includes a sleeve or

housing 416 that supports a laser emitting element 412 on an electronic circuit board 414 to emit

laser light toward laser lens assembly 420. Laser lens assembly 420 includes lenses and baffles,

such as first focus lens 422 and second focus lens 424 with a baffle 426 therebetween, so as to

form the laser beam from emission element 412 into a tightly focused spot beam. Typically, one or

more electrical wires exit at the rear of housing 416 for providing electrical connections for

energizing laser emitting element 412.

[ 055] A cylindrical lens supporting element 430 is disposed at the forward end oflaser

assembly 410 for supporting a cylindrical lens 430 in a lens seat 432 therein and has an aperture

436 through which the plane 450 oflaser light exits laser light source 400. Lens seat 432 seats

cylindrical lens 430 in a predetermined orientation relative to the flat registration feature 434 on the

exterior surface of lens support 430 and laser light source 400 so that the orientation of the plane

450 oflaser light emanating from cylindrical lens 440 andlaser light source 400 is ina

predetermined orientation relative to registration feature 434. Lens support 430 has a lens cup at

the rearward end thereof into which laser lens assembly 420 is disposed, thereby to predetermine

the relative positions thereof so that the exit of lenses 420, 422, 424 is closely adjacent to

cylindrical lens 440 and to reduce the overall length of laser light source 400.

[ 056] In the exampleillustrated, cylindrical lens 440 is seated in lens seat 432 of support

430 so that its longitudinal axis is perpendicular to the registration feature 434 so that the plane

450 oflaser light exiting cylindrical lens 440 is substantially parallel to the flat surface of

registration feature 434.

[ 057] Consequently, because the orientation of the plane 450 oflaser light emitted from

laser light source 400 is in a predetermined orientation relative to registration feature 434 thereof,

the mounting of laser light source 400 in light 100 can be in a predetermined orientation relative to

light 100. In the example illustrated, with light 100 resting on a horizontal surface on its base 130

so that its longitudinal axis is vertical, the flat registration feature of recess 280 of TIR optical

element 200 is substantially horizontal, wherebythe flat registration feature 434 of laser light
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source 400 is substantially horizontal as is the plane 450 ofthe laser light emitted therefrom. With

the plane 450 oflaser light being substantially horizontal, it is likely to illuminate substantially

vertical features, e.g., walls, doorways, posts and openingsin the floor. A user of light 100 could

movelight 100, e.g., by rotating its longitudinal axis away from vertical, so as to change the

orientation of laser light plane 450 to a different, c.g., non-horizontal, orientation where it may

better define physical features, objects and structure in a reduced visibility environment.

[ 058] While laser light source 400 is illustrated as projecting a plane 450 of laserlight

outwardly in a direction that is generally transverse to the longitudinal axis of housing 120, laser

light source 400 may be angled such that the plane 450 oflaser light is substantially parallel to the

axis at which light is emitted by illumination light source 140 or may be angled, e.g., downwardly,

to diverge from the illumination light. The latter is thought to make it easier for a user to discern

objects in certain reduced vision environments, as is the embodiments wherein laser light source

400, and the plane 450 oflaser light therefrom, may be rotated by a user.

[ 059] The plane 450 oflaser light mayalso be referred to asaline oflaserlight,e.g.,

becauseit appears as a line on objects upon whichit impinges and/or because the laser module 400

may be described as providing a line oflaser light and/or may be employedto provide a line of

laser light. The laser light from laser module 400 appearsasaline, e.g., as viewed in FIG. 6B, and

appears as a triangular plane, e.g., as viewed in FIG. 6C.

[ 060] FIG.7A is a front view of the example light 100 illustrating an alternative position

for the laser light source 400, FIG. 7B is a front view of the example light 100 with the example

optical element 200 removedto render a portion of the interior thereofvisible, and FIGS. 7C and

7D illustrate alternative mounting of the example laser light source 400 in the example optical

element 200 including for rotatability of the example laser light source 400. Therein, laser light

source 400 is supported by optical element 200 in a position that is between recess 250 for beam

modification element 300 and actuator 160, e.g., such that the laser light source 400 is above recess

250 for beam modification element 300 whenlight 100 is resting with its base 130 on a surface, or

whenit is hanging by hanger or loop 150. Otherwise portable light 100 is substantially as

previously described.
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[ 061] With the optical element 200 and laser light source 400 removedas illustrated in

FIG.7B,a portion of the interior of light 100 is visible. LED light source 176 is supported by LED

module assembly 170 and above LED 176 is seen an electrical circuit board 460 thatis, e.g., also

supported by module assembly 170, has connections 464 to the source ofelectrical power for laser

light source 400, and has an arrangement of contacts 462 configured for making contact with

electrical contacts 472 at or near the rear of laser light source 400. Laser light source 400 may

include a small circuit board 470 to which the electrical wires from laser light source connect and

which has one or more,e.g., two, electrical contacts 472 extending rearwardly so as to make

physical and electrical contact with contacts 462 of circuit board 460 when optical element 200

with laser light source 400 therein is disposed in the receptacle 122 therefor in light housing 120.

Preferably, contacts 472 each comprise an electrically conductive spring 472, e.g., a cylindrical or

helical or conical spring 472.

[ 062] Wherelaser light source 400 is mounted in a fixed orientation in optical element

200, circuit board 460 is a circuit board 460a which has two side-by-side electrical contacts 462a,

e.g., one for making contact with a respective one of side-by-side spring contacts 4772,e.g.,

approximately at “3-o0’clock” and “9-o’clock”positions on circuit board 470. To allow for

tolerance, contacts 462a may be made, and preferably are made, larger than is needed to receive the

ends of contact springs 472. In one example embodiment,electrical contacts 462a are wider than

the ends of contact springs 472 and have opposing complementary arcuate shapes so as to

accommodate anyrotational tolerance in the mounting oflaser light source 400 and/or circuit

board 470 thereon, as well as any alignmenttolerances of spring contacts 472.

[ 063] Wherelaser light source 400, or at least the end cap 430 thereof that supports

cylindrical lens 440, is rotatable in optical element 200, circuit board 460is a circuit board 460b

which hastwoelectrical contacts 462b. One contact 462b is centrally located on circuit board

460B for making contact with one of spring contacts 472 that is centrally located on circuit board

470 and one contact 462b being a ring-shaped contact 462b surroundingthe centrally located

contact 462b for making contact with a second one of spring contacts 472 that is spaced apart from

the central contact 472 by a distance substantially equal to the radius of the ring contact 462b. To

allow for tolerance, contacts 462b may be made, and preferably are made, larger than is needed to
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receive the ends of contact springs 472. In one example embodiment, both electrical contacts

462B are wider than are the ends of contact springs 472 so as to accommodate anyrotational

and/or diametrical tolerance in the mounting oflaser light source 400 and/or circuit board 470

thereon, as well as any alignment tolerances of spring contacts 472.

[ 064] In FIG. 7C laser light source 400 is supported by optical element 200 behind the

lens 144, similarly to that previously described. In FIG. 7D laser light source 400 is supported by

optical element 200 such that the forward portion 430 oflaser light source 400, e.g., the cylindrical

lens supporting element 430, extends through an opening in lens 144 so as to be graspable by a

user’s fingers. In this arrangement, both the exterior cylindrical surface of supporting element 430

and the internal cylindrical wall of recess 280 are not flattened or otherwise keyed to fix their

relative orientation, but are cylindrical. A key, stop or detent may, however, be provided for

  limiting the rotation of laser light source 400 in recess 280, e.g., to less than +60° or less than 45°

or another desired limit.

[ 065] The protruding forward end 430 maybefor rotating either laser light source 400 or

for rotating only the forward portion 430 thereof which supports cylindrical lens 440, whereby a

user may conveniently change the orientation of the plane oflaser light 450 relative to light

housing 120 because the cylindrical lens 440, e.g., the longitudinal axis thereof, rotates with the

forward portion 430. As a result the plane oflaser light 450 may berotated relative to housing 120

of portable light 100, and thus whenthe orientation of light 100 is not changed,the plane oflaser

light 450 maybe rotated relative to a location wherein portable light 100 is utilized, whether

portable light 100 is held by the user, attached to the user by a clip 150, or placed, e.g., with its

base 130, on a surface.

[ 066] Preferably, the opening in lens 144 in which laser light source 400 resides is sealed,

e.g., by an O-ring, grommet, or other sealing element 145, thereby to resist the entry of moisture,

dirt and debris into light 100. In addition, it is preferred that a covering lens be provided over the

opening 436 in forward portion 430 oflaser light source 400 whenit is not covered by lens 144,

thereby to resist the entry moisture, dirt and debris towards cylindrical lens 440 therein.
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[ 067] FIGS. 8A and 8Bare perspective views of alternative embodiments of the portable

light 100 including mounting the example laser light source 400 on the light body 120 thereof at

locations that are spaced away from the illumination light source 140. Since illumination light

source 140 is proximate the upper endoflight housing or body 120, laser light source 400 can be at

any location on housing 120 that is underillumination light source 140, i.e. closer to base 130

thereof. In general, in this embodiment,it is preferred that laser light source 400 be located away

from illumination light source 140,e.g., to be close to base 130, ¢.g., as close as practicable.

[ 068] In the illustrated embodiment of example portable light 100, the flared lower

portion of housing 120 and base 130 at the bottom end thereof are configured to interface with,

e.g., slide into, a standard charging device, e.g., an existing charging device that is compatible with

several previous embodiments ofthe illustrated light (without the laser light source 400) and with

several other lights that have been and/or are available. Accordingly, it is desirable to not interfere

with the arrangementof that charger interface and so laser light source is preferably disposed in a

receptacle 110, 110' that extends from light body 120 abovethe flared lower part thereof. Were

that not the case, laser light source could be located closer to the bottom oflight 100, e.g., at base

130.

[ 069] Accordingly, laser light source 400 is preferred to be provided in a location slightly

abovethe flared part of housing 120 asillustrated, but could be located at any desired location on

light body 120 from which the plane 450oflaser light would be projected in the same general

direction asis the light from illumination light source 140.

[ 070] Tubular receptacle 110 may extend forwardly from the sameface oflight body 120

as does illumination light source 140 thereby to provide illumination light and a plane 450 of laser

light in the same general direction. Laser light source 400 maybein a fixed orientation in

receptacle 110 so that the orientation of plane 450 of laser light is fixed in a predetermined

direction, e.g., generally parallel to the axis of light from illumination light source 140 or diverging

therefrom downward towards base 130. Laser light source 400 may haveits forward end extending

from tubular receptacle 110 so that it may be grasped and rotated by a user, in similar mannerto

that described herein, to rotate the plane 450 of laser light relative to light body 120.
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[ 071] Alternatively, tubular receptacle 110' may extend forwardly from a side face oflight

body 120 thereby to provide illumination light and a plane 450 oflaser light in the same general

direction. Laser light source 400 may be in a fixed orientation in receptacle 110' so that the

orientation of plane 450 of laser light is fixed in a predetermined direction, e.g., generally parallel

to the axis of light from illumination light source 140 or diverging therefrom downward towards

base 130. Laser light source 400 may haveits forward end extending from tubular receptacle 110'

so that it may be grasped androtated by a user, in similar mannerto that described herein, to rotate

the plane 450 oflaser light relative to light body 120.

[ 072] Because light body 120 contains a source ofelectrical power, e.g., a battery, tubular

receptacle 110 or 110' would project forward from body 120 so as to not interfere with the internal

battery. Typically, the battery includes a number,e.g., four, ofbattery cells, that are preferably in a

battery carrier in which the battery cells may be permanently contained or may be replaceable. The

battery may be single use or may be rechargeable. Typically, for housing the samelaser light

source 400, receptacle 110 would project further forward from light body 120 than would tubular

receptacle 110' to avoid extending into the space provided for the battery.

[ 073] Typically, receptacle 110 or 110' would be integrally molded with light body 120,

and the electrical wires of laser light source 400 would extend upward within light body 120, c.g.,

along a wall of the battery compartmenttherein, to connect to LED module assembly 170.

[ 074] FIG.9A is a front view of an alternative embodimentincluding mounting an

example laser light source 400 on a flexible stalk 500 that is mounted to the example portable light

100, and FIGS. 9B and 9C are a perspective view and a cross-sectional view, respectively, of the

example laser light source 400 mounted on the flexible stalk 500. Therein, laser light source 400is

mounted in a head housing 520 whichis at the distal end of a flexible stalk 510 from the end

thereof that is mounted to the housing or body 120 of portable light 100. For example, the flexible

stalk 510 may be mounted to housing 120 at either location 502A,e.g., of attachment 512A,orat

location 502B, e.g., of attachment 512Bas illustrated, or alternatively may be mounted to housing

120 ai any convenient location.
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[ 075] Flexible stalk 500 may be permanently mounted to housing 120, e.g., by a fastener

or other mechanicalretainer, or by adhesive, heat or ultrasonic welding, or may be mounted so as

to be removable from housing 120, e.g., as by an electrical connector. The mounting of stalk 510

to housing 120 preferably includes a surrounding member 512A or 512B similar to member 522 at

the distal end of stalk 510 where housing 540 of head 520 is attached thereto. Preferably the

mounting of stalk 500 includes one or moreseals to reduce entry of dirt, debris and/or moisture

into housing 120 and head 520.

[ 076] Flexible stalk 500 comprises a flexible stalk member 510 that at one end is mounted

to light housing 120 and that has a head housing 520 at the other end thereof, e.g., the end distal

from light housing 120, that supports laser light source 400. Flexible stalk 510 maybe,e.g., a

flexible tube of a helically wound metal or plastic strip and may have a thin plastic coating or

sheath on the outer surface thereof. Stalk 510 has a hollow interior through which one or more

electrical wires pass to connectlaser light source 400 in light head 500 to the source ofelectrical

powertherefor which is disposed in housing 120.

[ 077] Head housing 520 includes an outer housing 540 that preferably is permanently

mounted to flexible stalk 510, e.g., as by being swaged thereto, molded thereon, or otherwise

mechanically and/or adhesively attached, and housing 540 preferably has a tapered end portion

surrounding the distal end offlexible stalk 510, e.g., to provide strain relief when stalk 510 is

flexed, bent or formed in use to direct the light from laser light source 400 in a desired direction.

[ 078] While illumination light source 140 emits illumination light in a substantially fixed

predetermined direction relative to the light body 120, in all of the example embodiments the plane

450 oflaser light is emitted in substantially the same predetermined direction relative to the light

body 120. This is so even though the direction in which the plane 450 of laser light may be

changed byflexing stalk 510. In other words, both the illumination light and the plane oflaser

light are emitted in the same general direction, and substantially the predetermined direction is

intended to encompass such changesin direction ofthe laser light.

[ 079] Forward end cap 550 that is of an optically transparent material so that the laser

light produced bylaser light source 400 passes therethrough,e.g., substantially in the direction of

the longitudinal axis of light head 520. According to one embodiment, end cap 550 is affixed to
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housing 540 and encloses the end cap 430 oflaser light source 400 which supports the cylindrical

lens 440. In this embodiment, the direction and orientation of the plane 450 of laser light is

changed by moving androtating light head 520 to the extent permitted by the flexibility of stalk

510.

[ 080] According to another embodiment, end cap 550 also covers and encloses the

forward end oflaser light source 400, however, end cap 430 that supports the cylindrical lens 440

is affixed to end cap 550 whichis rotatable relative to housing 540 oflight head 520. Thus,

rotating end cap 550 causes the cylindrical lens 440 supported by end cap 430 to be rotated. In this

embodiment, the direction and orientation of the plane 450 oflaser light is changed by moving and

rotating light head 520 to the extent permitted by the flexibility of stalk 510, and by rotating end

cap 550 relative to housing 540, thereby to permit more freedom in the orientation of the plane 450

of laser light. Preferably, a seal 552 is provided between end cap 550 and housing 540 to reduce

entry of dirt, debris and/or moisture therein.

[ 081] Optionally, housing 540 and/or end cap 550 may haveoneor more raised or

recessed features, e.g., circumferential grooves and/orridges, that may assist gripping light head

520 and/or maybeaesthetic.

[ 082] In one example embodiment, laser light source 400 may include a 650 nanometer

(red) 5 milliwatt laser module that is available from Sean & Stephen Corporation located in Taipei,

Taiwan, R.O.C. or from Laser Max located in Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C. The lens support 430 may

be about 12 mm in diameter, about 8 mm in length, and registration feature 434 maybea flat

surface about 5.25 mm radially removed from the central axis of support 430. Cylindrical lens 440

is a rod of glass or plastic, e.g., an acrylic PMMAoroptical polycarbonate plastic, having a length

of about 7.2 mm and a diameter of about 3.0 mm which provides a line or plane 450 oflaser light

typically having an angle A of about 1.5 degrees of out of plane dispersion and an angle B of about

120° of beam width. Flexible stalk 510 may be of any desired length, ¢.g., in one embodiment

stalk 510 has a length of about 9 inches (about 23 cm), in another a length of about 3-5 inches

(about 7.6-13 cm) and in a preferred embodimentstalk 510 has a length of about 1-3 inches (about

2.5-7.6 cm).
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[ 083] In a typical embodiment, TIR optical element 200 and lens 142 may be of an

optically clear material, e.g., a glass, polycarbonate, polystyrene, PMMA(acrylic), acrylic, styrene

acryl nitride (SAN), or another suitable clear plastic, glass or other suitable optical material. One

example embodiment of optical element 200 is about 1.97 inches (about 50 mm) in diameterat its

wideflat end, about 0.68 inch (about 17.3 mm) in diameterat its narrower end, and about 1.0 inch

(about 25.4 mm) in depth front to rear. Forward cylindrical recess 250 thereof is about 0.70 inch

(about 17.8 mm) in diameter and about 0.24 inch (about 6.1 mm) in depth, and rear recess 260 is

about 0.67 inch (about 17 mm) in diameter and about 0.46 inch (about 11.7 mm) in depth. An

example selectable beam modification element 300 therefor may be of acrylic, styrene or another

suitable plastic, and is slightly less than about 0.67 inch (about 17 mm) in diameter and about 0.11

inch (about 2.8 mm) thick.

[| 084] Another example embodiment of beam modification element 200 is about 1.97

inches (about 50 mm) in diameter at its wide flat end, about 0.65 inch (about 16.5 mm) in diameter

at its narrower end, and about 1.0 inch (about 25.4 mm) in depth front to rear. Forward cylindrical

recess 250 thereof is about 0.45 inch (about 11.4 mm) in diameter and about 0.3 inch (about 7.6

mm) in depth, and rear recess 260 is about 0.59 inch (about 15 mm) in diameter and about 0.50

inch (about 12.7 mm) in depth. An example selectable beam modification element 300 therefor

may be ofacrylic, styrene or another suitable plastic, and is slightly less than about 0.45 inch

(about 11.4 mm) in diameter and about 0.11 inch (about 2.8 mm) thick.

[ 085] In the aforementioned examples of optical element 200, side surface 240 has a

shapethatis a series of arches and curved bottom 270 has a domedor peaked shapeasillustrated,

one example being rounded and convex, almost parabolic and not quite spherical, and the other

example being a curved sided peaked conical dome with concave side curvature.

[ 086] One example of an LED module and heat sink of the sort suitable for use in light

100 and similar to that described herein is described in US Patent No. 7,883,243 issued February 8,

2011 and entitled “LED FLASHLIGHT AND HEAT SINK ARRANGEMENT?”whichis assigned

to Streamlight, Inc. of Eagleville, Pennsylvania, which is hereby incorporated herein by reference

in its entirety.
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[ 087] A portable light 100 may comprise: a light body 120 for receiving a source of

electrical power; a white light source 140 supported by the light body 120 and selectively

energizable for producing white light; a laser light source 400 supported by the light body 120 and

selectively energizable for producing laser light, wherein the laser light source 400 may include a

cylindrical lens 440 configured for receiving light from a laser emission element and for

transmitting the received light as a plane of laser light 450, wherebythe laser light source 400 is

configured to emit a plane of laser light 450; and a switch 160 supported by the light body 120 for

selectively energizing the white light source 140 from the source of electrical power, and for

selectively energizing the laser light source 400 from the source of electrical power, Thelaser

emission element may comprise a laser diode. Thelaser light source 400 may include a

registration feature on an external surface thereof disposed in registration with a longitudinal axis

of the cylindrical lens 440. The registration feature may have an axis oriented perpendicular to the

longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens 440. The white light source 140 may include a shaped

optically clear plastic element having a polished curved external side surface and a generally wider

flat forward surface oriented such that the white light exits the white light source 140 through the

flat forward surface, and wherein the laser light source 400 is supported by the flat forward surface.

The switch 160 may be operable so that only one of the white light source 140 andthelaser light

source 400 is active at a given time. The white light source 140 andthelaser light source 400 may

emit light in substantially the same direction. Thelaser light source 400 may be configured: for

rotating the plane oflaser light 450 relative to the light body 120; or for repositioning the plane of

laser light 450 relative to the light body 120. Thelaser light source 400 may be supported by a

shaped optical element 200 of the white light source 140 or may be supported by a receptacle of the

light body 120 or may be supported at a distal end of a flexible stalk 500, 510 supported by the

light body 120. Thelaser light source 400 may be configured: for rotating the plane oflaser light

450 relative to the light body 120; or for repositioning the plane of laser light 450 relative to the

light body 120.

[ 088] A portable light 100 may comprise: a light body 120 for receiving a source of

electrical power; an illumination light source 140 supported by the light body 120 and selectively

energizable for producing illumination light; a laser light source 400 supported by the light body
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120 and selectively energizable for producing laser light, wherein the laser light source 400 may

include a cylindrical lens 440 configured for recetving light from a laser emission element and for

transmitting the received light as a plane oflaser light 450, wherebythe laser light source 400 is

configured to emit a plane of laser light 450; and a switch 160 supported by the light body 120 for

selectively energizing the illumination light source 140 from the source ofelectrical power and for

selectively energizing the laser light source 400 from the source of electrical power. The laser

emission element may comprise a laser diode. Thelaser light source 400 may include a

registration feature on an external surface thereof disposed in registration with a longitudinal axis

of the cylindrical lens 440. The registration feature may have an axis oriented perpendicular to the

longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens 440. The illumination light source 140 may include a

shapedoptically clear element 200 having a polished curved external side surface and a generally

wider flat forward surface whereatthe illumination light exits the illumination light source 140

through the flat forward surface, and wherein the laser light source 400 is supported by the shaped

optically clear element 200. The switch 160 may be operable so that only one ofthe illumination

light source 140 andlaser light source 400 is energized at a given time. The illumination light

source 140 andthe laser light source 400 may emit light in substantially the same direction. The

laser light source 400 maybe configured: for rotating the plane oflaser light 450 relative to the

light body 120; or for repositioning the plane of laser light 450 relative to the light body 120. The

laser light source 400 may be supported by a shaped optical element 200 ofthe illumination light

source 140 or may be supported by a receptacle of the light body 120 or may be supported at a

distal end of a flexible stalk 500, 510 supported by the light body 120. The laser light source 400

maybe configured: for rotating the plane oflaser light 450 relative to the light body 120; or for

repositioning the plane oflaser light 450 relative to the light body 120. The laser light source 400:

may be supported by a reflective elementof the illumination light source 140 and mayberotatable

relative thereto; or may be supported by a receptacle ofthe light body 120 and may berotatable

relative thereto; or may be supported on a flexible stalk 500, 510 that is attached to the light body

120. Thelaser light source 400 may further include a support for the cylindrical lens 440, wherein:

the support for the cylindrical lens 440is rotatable relative to the light body 120, whereby a

longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens 440 is rotatable relative to the light body 120;or the laser
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emission element and the support for the cylindrical lens 440 are supported on a flexible stalk 500,

510 that is attached to the light body 120, whereby a longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens 440 is

repositionable relative to the light body 120; or the laser emission element and the support for the

cylindrical lens 440 are supported on a flexible stalk 500, 510 that is attached to the light body 120

and the support for the cylindrical lens 440 is rotatable relative to the flexible stalk 500, 510,

wherebya longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens 440 is rotatable and repositionable relative to the

light body 120.

[ 089] A portable light 100 may comprise: a light body 120 for receiving a source of

electrical power and having a base end; an illumination light source 140 supported by the light

body 120 relatively nearer to an end thereof that is remote to the base end thereof, the illumination

light source 140 being configured to emit illumination light in a predetermined direction relative to

the light body 120 and being selectively energizable for producing illumination light; a laser light

source 400 supported by the light body 120 relatively nearer to the base end thereofthan is the

illumination light source and being selectively energizable for producing laser light, wherein the

laser light source 400 includes a cylindrical lens 440 configured for receiving laser light from a

laser emission element and for transmitting the received laser light as a plane 450 of laser light in

substantially the predetermined direction relative to the light body 120, wherebythelaserlight

source 440 is configured to emit a plane 450 oflaser light in the same general direction as the

illumination light is emitted; and a switch 160 supported by the light body 120 for selectively

energizing the illumination light source 140 from the source ofelectrical power and for selectively

energizing the laser light source 400 from the source of electrical power. The laser light source

400 may be: supported in a fixed location that is relatively nearer to the base end ofthe light body

120 thanis the illumination light source 140; or supported on a flexible stalk 510 thatis relatively

nearer to the base end 130 of the light body 120 thanis the illumination light source 140. The laser

light source 400 may further include a support for the cylindrical lens 440, wherein: the support for

the cylindrical lens 440 is rotatable relative to the light body 120, whereby a longitudinal axis of

the cylindrical lens 440 is rotatable relative to the light body 120; or the laser emission element and

the support for the cylindrical lens 440 are supported on a flexible stalk 500, 510 that is attached to

the light body 120, whereby a longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens 440 is repositionable relative
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to the light body 120; or the laser emission element and the support for the cylindrical lens 440 are

supported on a flexible stalk 500, 510 that is attached to the light body 120 and the support for the

cylindrical lens 440 is rotatable relative to the flexible stalk 500, 510, whereby a longitudinal axis

of the cylindrical lens 440 is rotatable and repositionable relative to the light body 120. The switch

160 is operable so that only one ofthe illumination light source 140 andlaser light source 400 is

energized at a given time.

[ 090] A portable light 100 may comprise: a light body 120 for receiving a source of

electrical power; an illumination light source 140 supported by the light body 120 and selectively

energizable for producing illumination light, wherein the illumination light source 140 includes a

shapedoptically clear element 200 having a polished curved external side surface anda flat

forward surface through which the illumination light exits the illumination light source 140 ina

predetermined direction relative to the light body 120; a laser light source 400 supported by the

shaped optically clear element 200 and selectively energizable for producing laser light, wherein

the laser light source 400 includes a cylindrical lens 440 configured for receiving light from a laser

emission element and for transmitting the received light as a plane 450 oflaser light; and a switch

160 supported by the light body 120 for selectively energizing the illumination light source 140

from the source of electrical power and for selectively energizing the laser light source 400 from

the source of electrical power. The plane 450 oflaser light may be emitted substantially in the

predetermined direction relative to the light body 120, wherebythe laser light source 400is

configured to emit a plane 450 of laser light in the same general direction as the illumination light

is emitted. The laser light source 400 mayfurther include a support 430 for the cylindrical lens

440 thatis rotatable relative to the light body 120, whereby a longitudinal axis of the cylindrical

lens 440 and the plane 450 oflaser light transmitted thereby are rotatable relative to the light body

120. The switch 160 may be operable so that only one ofthe illumination light source 140 and the

laser light source 400 is energized at a given time.

[ 091] A portable light 100 may comprise: a light body 120 for receiving a source of

electrical power; an illumination, e.g., white, light source 140, 176 supported by the light body 120

and selectively energizable for producing light; a laser light source 400 supported by said light

body 120 and selectively energizable for producinglaser light, the laser light source configured to
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emit a plane of laser light 450; a switch 160, 172 supported by the light body 120 for selectively

energizing the white light source 140, 176 from the source ofelectrical power; a TIR optical

element 200 having a rearward end disposed in front of the white light source 140, 176 for

receiving the light produced thereby, the TIR optical element 200 employingtotal internal

reflection to form light produced by the white light source 140, 176 into a collimated beam oflight,

the TIR optical element 200 having a recess 250 in a forward face thereof; a selectable beam

modification element 300 having a size and shape corresponding to the recess 250 in the forward

face of the TIR optical element 200, wherein the selectable beam modification element 300 is

placeable into the recess 250 in the forward face of the TIR optical element 200 and is removable

from the recess 250 in the forward face of the TIR optical element 200; and means for removably

retaining the selectable beam modification element 300 in the recess 250 in the forward face ofthe

TIR optical element 200. The means for removably retaining may include: friction between the

selectable beam modification element 300 and the recess 250, pressure urging the selectable beam

modification element 300 into the recess 250, a cover, a lens, a lens and ring, a press in cover, a

snap in cover, the selectable beam modification element 300 having a resilient periphery, the

selectable beam modification element 300 being of a resilient material, the selectable beam

modification element 300 having a diameter to contact the inner surface of the recess 250 in the

TIR optical element 200, the selectable beam modification element 300 having an O-ring in a

peripheral groove, or a combination thereof. The selectable beam modification element 300 may

be opaque, or transparent, or translucent, or a color, or a combination thereof. The TIR optical

element 200 may comprise: a shaped optically clear plastic element 210 having a polished curved

external side surface 240, a generally widerflat forward surface 220, and a narrower rearward

shaped surface 230, 260, 270. The TIR optical element 200 may have: a substantially cylindrical

recess 260 at the rearward shaped surface thereof, the substantially cylindrical recess 260 having a

curved convex bottom or a peaked conical bottom having concavesides for reflecting light through

a side wall of the cylindrical recess 260; or a cylindrical recess 250 in the flat forward face thereof

having a textured surface at the bottom thereof; or a substantially cylindrical recess 260 at the

rearward shaped surface thereof, the substantially cylindrical recess 260 having a curved convex

bottom or a peaked conical bottom having concavesidesfor reflecting light through a side wall of
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the cylindrical recess 260, and a cylindrical recess 250 in the flat forward face thereof having a

textured surface at the bottom thereof. The portable light 100 wherein: the curved external side

surface of the TIR optical element 200 is substantially parabolic; or the narrower rearward surface

of the TIR optical clement 200 includes a convex parabolic surface; or the curved external side

surface of the TIR optical element 200 is substantially parabolic and the narrower rearward surface

of the TIR optical element 200 includes a convex parabolic surface or a peaked conical surface

having concave sides. The selectable beam modification element 300 includes a plurality of

selectable beam modification elements 300, at least one of the plurality of selectable beam

modification elements 300 being opaque andatleast one ofthe plurality of selectable beam

modification elements 300 being transparent or translucent and being colored. The selectable

beam modification element 300 includes a set of a plurality of selectable beam modification

elements 300, each of the selectable beam modification elements 300 having an optical property

that is different from an optical property of another of the selectable beam modification elements

300.

[| 092] A portable light 100 may comprise: a light body 120; a white light source 140, 176

selectively energizable for producing light; a laser light source 400 supported by said light body

120 and selectively energizable for producinglaserlight, the laser light source configured to emit a

plane oflaser light 450; a switch 160, 172 for selectively energizing the white light source 140,

176; a TIR optical element 200 disposed in front of the white light source 140, 176 for receiving

the light produced thereby, and to form the light produced thereby into a collimated beam oflight,

the TIR optical element having a recess 250 in a forward face thereof; and a selectable beam

modification element 300 placeable into and removable from the recess 250 in the forward face of

the TIR optical element. The means for removably retaining may include: friction between the

selectable beam modification element 300 and the recess 250, pressure urging the selectable beam

modification element 300 into the recess 250, a cover, a lens, a lens and ring, a press in cover, a

snap in cover, the selectable beam modification element 300 having a resilient periphery, the

selectable beam modification element 300 being of a resilient material, the selectable beam

modification element 300 having a diameter to contact the inner surface of the recess 250 in the

TIR optical element 200, the selectable beam modification element 300 having an O-ring in a
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peripheral groove, or a combination thereof. The selectable beam modification element 300 may

be opaque, or transparent, or translucent, or a color, or a combination thereof. The TIR optical

element 200 may comprise: a shaped optically clear plastic element 210 having a polished curved

external side surface 240, a generally widerflat forward surface 220, and a narrower rearward

shaped surface 230, 260, 270. The TIR optical element 200 may have: a substantially cylindrical

recess 260 at the rearward shaped surface thereof, the substantially cylindrical recess 260 having a

curved convex bottom or a peaked conical bottom having concavesides for reflecting light through

a side wall of the cylindrical recess 260; or a cylindrical recess 250 in the flat forward face thereof

having a textured surface at the bottom thereof; or a substantially cylindrical recess 260 at the

rearward shaped surface thereof, the substantially cylindrical recess 260 having a curved convex

bottom or a peaked conical bottom having concavesides for reflecting light through a side wall of

the cylindrical recess 260, and a cylindrical recess 250 in the flat forward face thereof having a

textured surface at the bottom thereof. The portable light 100 wherein: the curved external side

surface of the TIR optical element 200 is substantially parabolic; or the narrower rearward surface

of the TIR optical element 200 includes a convex parabolic surface; or the curved external side

surface of the TIR optical element 200 is substantially parabolic and the narrower rearward surface

of the TIR optical element 200 includes a convex parabolic surface or a peaked conical surface

having concavesides. The selectable beam modification element 300 includes a plurality of

selectable beam modification elements 300, at least one of the plurality of selectable beam

modification elements 300 being opaque andatleast oneofthe plurality of selectable beam

modification elements 300 being transparent or translucent and being colored. The selectable

beam modification element 300 includesa set of a plurality of selectable beam modification

elements 300, each of the selectable beam modification elements 300 having an optical property

that is different from an optical property of another of the selectable beam modification elements

300.

[ 093] As used herein, the term “about” means that dimensions, sizes, formulations,

parameters, shapes and other quantities and characteristics are not and need not be exact, but may

be approximate and/or larger or smaller, as desired, reflecting tolerances, conversion factors,
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rounding off, measurementerror and the like, and other factors known to those of skill in the art.

In general, a dimension,size, formulation, parameter, shape or other quantity or characteristic is

“about” or “approximate”whetheror not expressly stated to be such. It is noted that embodiments

of very different sizes, shapes and dimensions may employ the described arrangements.
99 66.

[ 094] Although terms such as “up,” “down,”“left,” “right,” “up,” “down,” “front,” “rear,”
29 66

“side,” “end,” “top,” “bottom,” “forward,” “backward,” “under” and/or “over,” “vertical,”

“horizontal,” and the like may be used herein as a convenience in describing one or more

embodiments and/or uses of the present arrangement,the articles described may be positioned in

any desired orientation and/or maybe utilized in any desired position and/or orientation. Such

terms of position and/or orientation should be understood as being for convenience only, and not as

limiting of the invention as claimed.

[| 095] Asused herein, the term “and/or” encompasses both the conjunctive and the

disjunctive cases, so that a phrase in the form “A and/or B” encompasses “A”or “B” or “A and B.”

In addition, the term “at least one of” one or more elements is intended to include one of any one of

the elements, more than one of any of the elements, and two or more of the elements up to and

including all of the elements, and so,e.g., the phrase in the form “at least one of A, B and C”

includes “A,” “B,” “C,” “A and B,” “A and C,” “B and C,” and “A and B and C.”

[ 096] The term battery is used herein to refer to an electro-chemical device comprising

one or more electro-chemical cells and/or fuel cells, and so a battery may include a single cell or

plural cells, whether as individual units or as a packaged unit. A battery is one example of a type

of an electrical power source suitable for a portable device. Other devices could include fuel cells,

super capacitors, solar cells, and the like. Any of the foregoing may be intended for a single use or

for being rechargeable or for both

[ 097] Various embodiments of a battery may have one or morebattery cells, e.g., one,

two,three, four, or five or more battery cells, as may be deemed suitable for any particular device.

A battery may employ various types and kinds of battery chemistry types, e.g., a carbon-zinc,

alkaline, lead acid, nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd), nickel-metal-hydride (NiMH) orlithium-ion (Li-Ion)

battery type, of a suitable numberofcells and cell capacity for providing a desired operating time

and/orlifetime for a particular device, and may be intendedfor a single use or for being
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rechargeable or for both. Examples may includea fourcell lead acid battery typically producing

about 6 volts, volts, a four cell Ni-Cd battery typically producing about 6 volts, a four cell NIMH

battery typically producing about 4.8 volts, a four cell NiMH battery producing about6 volts, or a

Li-Ion battery typically producing about the same voltage, it being noted that the voltages produced

thereby will be higher when approaching full charge and will be lower in discharge, particularly

whenproviding higher current and when reaching a low level of charge, e.g., becoming discharged.

[ 098] The term DC converter is used herein to refer to any electronic circuit that receives

at an input electrical power at one voltage and current level and provides at an output DC electrical

powerat a different voltage and/or current level. Examples may include a DC-DC converter, an

AC-DCconverter, a boost converter, a buck converter, a buck-boost converter, a single-ended

primary-inductor converter (SEPIC), a series regulating element, a current level regulator, and the

like. The input and output thereof may be DC coupled and/or AC coupled,e.g., as by a

transformer and/or capacitor. A DC converter may or may not include circuitry for regulating a

voltage and/or a currentlevel, e.g., at an output thereof, and may have one or more outputs

providing electrical powerat different voltage and/or current levels and/or in different forms,e.g.,

AC or DC.

[ 099] A fastener as used herein may include any fastener or other fastening device that

may be suitable for the described use, including threaded fasteners, e.g., bolts, screws and driven

fasteners, as well as pins, rivets, nails, spikes, barbed fasteners, clips, clamps, nuts, speed nuts, cap

nuts, acorn nuts, and the like. Whereit is apparent that a fastener would be removable in the usual

use of the example embodiment described herein, then removable fasteners would be preferred in

such instances. A fastener may also include, where appropriate, other forms of fastening such as a

formed head, e.g., a peened or heat formed head, a weld, e.g., a heat weld or ultrasonic weld, a

braze, and adhesive, and thelike.

[ 100] Asused herein, the terms “connected” and “coupled”as well as variations thereof

are not intended to be exact synonyms, but to encompass some similar things and some different

things. The term “connected” may be used generally to refer to elements that have a direct

electrical and/or physical contact to each other, whereas the term “coupled” may be used generally

to refer to elements that have an indirect electrical and/or physical contact with each other, e.g., via
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one or more intermediate elements, so as to cooperate and/or interact with each other, and may

include elements in direct contact as well.

[ 101] While the present invention has been described in terms of the foregoing example

embodiments, variations within the scope andspirit of the present invention as defined by the

claims following will be apparent to those skilled in the art. For example, the laser light source

400 may be configured so that the plane of laser light 450 is substantially parallel to the central

axis of the optical element 200 or may be configured so that the plane oflaser light 450 diverges

from the central axis of the optical element 200 (and from the beam ofilluminationlight, e.g.,

white light, provided thereby).

[ 102] Thelaser light source 400 and/or the cylindrical lens 440 thereof may be configured

to be in a predetermined fixed relationship relative to light 100 and optical element 200 thereof, or

may be configured to be rotatable with respect to light 100, whereby the orientation of the plane of

laser light 450 rotatable. Rotating the plane oflaser light 450 relative to light 100 may be provided

by optical element 200 beingrotatable in light 100, by laser light source 400 being rotatable in

optical element 200, or by the longitudinal axis of cylindrical lens 440 being rotatable relative to

light 100, or by a combination thereof. In any of the foregoing arrangements, rotation of the one or

more elements my be provided by an actuator accessible from outside light 100, e.g., by a rotatable

ring, by a lever, by a slidable actuator and the like.

[ 103] Further, and alternatively, laser light source 400 may be supported in the central

region of optical element 200, e.g., within recess 250 thereof. In such alternative arrangement,

beam modification element 300 could have a central hole therein so as to be inserted into recess

250 to surroundlaser light source 400, or could be a permanently installed part of optical element

200, e.g., as a opaque or translucent annular washer in recess 250 thereof. In this alternative

arrangement, whenlaser light source 400 is configured such that the plane 450 oflaser lightis

rotatable, the opening in lens 144 through whichlaser light source 400 extends would be centrally

located which would ease the mounting and removal of lens ring 142 and lens 144, e.g., when

installing or removing beam modification element 300.
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[ 104] While a red emitting laser light source 400 is described in an example embodiment,

the light produced bythe laser light source 400 may beat another wavelength,e.g., at a wavelength

of red, or blue, or green, or amber, light. Further, the color of the laser light may be changeable

from one color to another, either by replacing a laser light source 400 with a laser light source of

anothercolor light, or by providing one or morelaser light sources 400 that can be electronically

controlled to producelaser light of different colors, e.g., at different wavelengths.

[ 105] Actuator 160 may be configured to actuate illumination light source 140 and laser

light source 400 together, e.g., toggling between both on and both off, or independently, e.g., ina

sequential order such as white light, laser light, and white and laser light together, or by being

responsive to how actuator 160 is actuated, e.g., by a single actuation, by plural actuations close in

time, by an actuation continuing for an extended time, and the like. Alternatively, actuator 160

may include physically separate actuators, e.g., one for illumination light source 140 and another

for laser light source 400.

[ 106] Alternatively, a separate actuator and switch may be providedfor laser light source

400, e.g., proximate to or on receptacle 110, 110' therefor and/or proximate to or on head 520 at the

end offlexible stalk 510. Flexible stalk 510 may be maderelatively short, e.g., about 1-2 inches

(about 2.5 - 5 cm), which is sufficient to provide limited user adjustable directionality to the plane

oflaser light, or it may berelatively longer, ¢.g., about 8-10 inches (about 20-25 cm), where greater

user adjustability is desired, or any intermediate length.

[ 107] In optical element 200, side surface 240 may have a parabolic, hyperbolic or

spherical shape and curved bottom 270 may have the same or a different parabolic, hyperbolic or

spherical shape, or surfaces 240, 270 may have anothersuitable shape.

[ 108] Hanger or loop 155 may alternatively be rendered pivotable by the ends thereof

being disposed in holes in clip 150 or in housing 120, or by the ends or a portion thereof being

directly and pivotably attached to housing 120, e.g., by bracket 152.

[ 109] While certain features may be described asa raised feature, e.g., a ridge, boss,

flange, projection or other raised feature, such feature may be positively formed or may be what

remains after a recessed feature, e.g., a groove, slot, hole, indentation, recess or other recessed

feature, is made. Similarly, while certain features may be described as a recessed feature, ¢.g., a
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groove,slot, hole, indentation, recess or other recessed feature, such feature may be positively

formed or may be what remainsafter a raised feature, e.g., a ridge, boss, flange, projection or other

raised feature, is made.

[ 110] Each ofthe U.S. Provisional Applications, U.S. Patent Applications, and/or U.S.

Patents, identified herein is hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety, for any purpose

and for all purposes irrespective of how it may be referred to or described herein.

[111] Finally, numerical values stated are typical or example values, are not limiting

values, and do not preclude substantially larger and/or substantially smaller values. Values in any

given embodiment maybe substantially larger and/or may be substantially smaller than the

example or typical valuesstated.
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WHATIS CLAIMEDIS:

1. A portable light comprising:

a light body for receiving a source of electrical power;

a white light source supported by said light body and selectively energizable for

producing white light;

a laser light source supported by said light body and selectively energizable for

producinglaser light, wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens configured

for receiving light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the recetved light as a

plane oflaser light, whereby the laser light source is configured to emit a plane of laser

light; and

a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said white light

source from the source of electrical power, and for selectively energizing said laser light

source from the source of electrical power.

2. The portable light of claim 1 wherein the laser emission element comprisesa laser diode.

3. Theportable light of claim 1 wherein said laser light source includes a registration feature

on an external surface thereof disposed in registration with a longitudinal axis of the

cylindrical lens.

4, The portable light of claim 3 wherein the registration feature has an axis oriented

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens.

5. Theportable light of claim 1 wherein said white light source includes a shaped optically

clear plastic element having a polished curved external side surface and a generally wider

flat forward surface oriented such that the white light exits the white light source through

the flat forward surface, and wherein the laser light source is supported by the flat forward

surface.
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Theportable light of claim 1 wherein said switch is operable so that only one of said white

light source andsaid laser light sourceis active at a given time.

Theportable light of claim 1 wherein said white light source and said laser light source

emit light in substantially the same direction.

Theportable light of claim 1 wherein said laser light source is configured:

for rotating the plane of laser light relative to said light body; or

for repositioning the plane of laser light relative to said light body.

The portable light of claim 1 wherein said laser light source is supported by a shaped

optical element of said white light source or is supported by a receptacle of said light body

or is supported at a distal end of a flexible stalk supported by said light body.

The portable light of claim 9 wherein said laser light source is configured:

for rotating the plane of laser light relative to said light body; or

for repositioning the plane of laser light relative to said light body.

A portable light comprising:

a light body for receiving a source ofelectrical power;

an illumination light source supported by said light body andselectively energizable

for producing illumination light;

a laser light source supported by said light body and selectively energizable for

producinglaser light, wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens configured

for receiving light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the recetved light as a

plane of laser light, whereby the laser light source is configured to emit a plane of laser

light; and
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a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said illumination

light source from the source of electrical power and for selectively energizing said laser

light source from the source of electrical power.

Theportable light of claim 11 wherein the laser emission element comprises a laser diode.

Theportable light of claim 11 wherein said laser light source includes a registration feature

on an external surface thereof disposed in registration with a longitudinal axis of the

cylindrical lens.

Theportable light of claim 13 wherein the registration feature has an axis oriented

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens.

The portable light of claim 11 wherein said illumination light source includes a shaped

optically clear element having a polished curved external side surface and a generally wider

flat forward surface whereatthe illumination light exits said illumination light source

through the flat forward surface, and wherein said laser light source is supported by said

shaped optically clear element.

The portable light of claim 11 wherein said switch is operable so that only one of the

illumination light source and laser light source is energized at a given time.

Theportable light of claim 11 wherein said illumination light source and said laser light

source emit light in substantially the samedirection.

Theportable light of claim 11 wherein said laser light source is configured:

for rotating the plane of laser light relative to said light body; or

for repositioning the plane of laser light relative to said light body.
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The portable light of claim 11 wherein said laser light source is supported by a shaped

optical element of said illumination light source or is supported by a receptacle of said light

body or is supported at a distal end of a flexible stalk supported by said light body.

Theportable light of claim 19 wherein said laser light source is configured:

for rotating the plane of laser light relative to said light body; or

for repositioning the plane of laser light relative to said light body.

Theportable light of claim 20 wherein said laser light source:

is supported by a reflective element of said illumination light source andis rotatable

relative thereto; or

is supported by a receptacle of said light body andis rotatable relative thereto; or

is supported onaflexible stalk that is attached to said light body.

The portable light of claim 11 wherein said laser light source further includes a support for

said cylindrical lens, wherein:

the support for said cylindricallens is rotatable relative to said light body, whereby

a longitudinal axis of said cylindricallensis rotatable relative to said light body; or

the laser emission element and the support for said cylindrical lens are supported on

a flexible stalk that is attached to said light body, whereby a longitudinal axis of said

cylindrical lens is repositionable relative to said light body; or

the laser emission element and the support for said cylindrical lens are supported on

a flexible stalk that is attached to said light body and said support for said cylindrical lens is

rotatable relative to said flexible stalk, whereby a longitudinal axis of said cylindrical lens

is rotatable and repositionable relative to said light body.
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A portable light comprising:

a light body for receiving a source of electrical power and having a base end;

an illumination light source supported by said light body relatively nearer to an end

thereof that is remote to the base end thereof, said illumination light source being

configured to emit illumination light in a predetermined direction relative to said light body

and being selectively energizable for producing illumination light;

a laser light source supported by said light body relatively nearer to the base end

thereof than is said illumination light source and being selectively energizable for

producinglaser light, wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens configured

for receiving laser light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the received

laser light as a plane oflaser light in substantially the predetermined direction relative to

said light body, whereby the laser light source is configured to emit a plane of laser light in

the same general direction as the illumination light is emitted; and

a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said illumination

light source from the source of electrical power and for selectively energizing said laser

light source from the source ofelectrical power.

The portable light of claim 23 wherein said laser light source is:

supported in a fixed location that is relatively nearer to the base end ofsaid light

body thanis said illumination light source; or

supported on a flexible stalk that is relatively nearer to the base end ofsaid light

body thanis said illumination light source.

Theportable light of claim 23 wherein said laser light source further includes a support for

said cylindrical lens, wherein:

the support for said cylindricallens is rotatable relative to said light body, whereby

a longitudinal axis of said cylindricallens is rotatable relative to said light body; or
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the laser emission element and the support for said cylindrical lens are supported on

a flexible stalk that is attached to said light body, whereby a longitudinal axis of said

cylindrical lens is repositionable relative to said light body; or

the laser emission element and the support for said cylindrical lens are supported on

a flexible stalk that is attached to said light body and said support for said cylindrical lens is

rotatable relative to said flexible stalk, whereby a longitudinal axis of said cylindrical lens

is rotatable and repositionable relative to said light body.

Theportable light of claim 23 wherein said switch is operable so that only one of the

illumination light source and laser light source is energized at a given time.

A portable light comprising:

a light body for receiving a source ofelectrical power;

an illumination light source supported by said light body and selectively energizable

for producing illumination light, wherein said illumination light source includes a shaped

optically clear element having a polished curved external side surface and a flat forward

surface through whichthe illumination light exits said illumination light source in a

predetermineddirection relative to said light body;

a laser light source supported by said shaped optically clear element and selectively

energizable for producing laser light, wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical

lens configured for receiving light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the

received light as a plane oflaser light; and

a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said illumination

light source from the source ofelectrical power and for selectively energizing said laser

light source from the source of electrical power.
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Theportable light of claim 27 wherein the planeoflaser light is emitted substantially in the

predetermined direction relative to said light body, whereby the laser light source is

configured to emit a plane oflaser light in the same general direction as the illumination

light is emitted.

Theportable light of claim 27 wherein said laser light source further includes a support for

said cylindrical lens that is rotatable relative to said light body, whereby a longitudinal axis

of said cylindrical lens and the planeoflaser light transmitted thereby are rotatable relative

to said light body.

Theportable light of claim 27 wherein said switch is operable so that only one of said

illumination light source and said laser light source is energized at a given time.
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ABSTRACT

A portable light may comprise: a light body having an illumination, e.g., white, light source

and a laser light source supported thereby, cach source being selectively energizable for producing

light; and a switch for selectively energizing the illumination light source and/or laser light source.

Thelaser light source is configured to provide a plane of laser light, so as to create a line of laser

light on objects illuminated by the plane of laser light. The laser light source may include a

cylindrical lens to create the plane oflaser light. The plane of laser light may be rotatable relative

to the light body. A TIR optical element mayalso be disposed in front of the illumination light

source for receiving the light produced thereby.
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DECLARATION

As a below named Inventor, ihereby declare that:

my residence, post office address and cilizenship are as sialed below nest fo my name;

i verily belleve lam the original, first and sale inventor (fanly one namets listed below) or an
original, first and joint inventor (7 plural inventors are named below) of the Invention eniiiled:
PORTABLE LIGHT WITH PLANE OF LASER LIGHT, associated with the Dockel Number above,

the specification of which icheck one(s} applicable}
2. &§ fled concurrently herewith,
ou. #88 amanded by Amendment filedosGP applicable): fand/ork
_a. 8 Attached to this Declaration;

i have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identiied application, including the
claims, as amended by any arnendment referred to above:

the above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me; and

i acknowledge my duly fo disclose information which is material fo patentability as defined in
3? GFR 61.568.

PRIORITY CLAIM: i hereby claim the benefit under 35 USC §179, $120 and/or $365 of the prior
patent application(s) listed below which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety:

  Country Status

S2/325,S17 us Gassse0is Pending

POWER OF ATTORNEY: As inventor, i hereby appoint ihe practilioners associated with Customer
No. 30419 as my allomeys or agents with full power of substitution fo prosecute this application and
io iransact all business in the Patent and Tracermark Office connected therewith: Roger WV. Merrell,
Reg. Ne. 227,984, Clement A. Berard, Reng. No. 29,574, anc Steshen H. Eland, Reg. Ne. 47,070.

POWER TO INSPECT: | hereby give DANN, DORFMAN, HERRELL AND SKILLMAN, B.C. of
Philadaiphia, PA or is duly accredited representatives power to inspect and obfain copies of the
papers on fie relating fo fis application or relating to any application to which priority is claimed.

SEND CORRESPONDENCE TO: CUSTOMER NO. 00776

CIRECT INGUIRIES TO: Glement A. Berard, PTO Regis. 28,673
Telephone: @15) 563-100 or Fax: (218) 5863-4044
E-Mail: decketclerkaiddhs.cem
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Page gof 2 Docket No. M86-POGRMIUBH (SL-PeT}

DECLARATION

Authorization to Permit Access to the instant Anplication by Participating Offices:

The undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority fe provide the European Patent Office
{EPO}, the Japan Patent Office (JPO}, the Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO), the Wark
infallectual Property Offices GVIPO), and any other Intellectual property offices in which & foreign
application claiming priority to the aboveddentified patent application is fled access fo the instant
patent application. Ses 37 CFR 1.14(c} and (hi).

in accordance with 37 CFR 1. 14(h)}(3), access will be provided to a copy of the Instant patent
application with respect to: 1) the above-identified patent application-as-iiled: 2} any foreign
aoplication to which the instant aatent application claims priority under 35 U.S.0. 71Na}id) Wa copy
of the foreign application that satisfies the certified copy requirement of 37 CFR 1.95 has been fed
in the instant patent application; and S) any U.S. annlication-as-filed from which benefil is sought in
the instant patent application.

in accordance with G7 CFR 1.14ic), access may be provided fo information concerning the
date of filing this Authorization to Permit Access.

i hereby deciare that all slatements made herein of my awn knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information and bellef are believed fe be true; and further thal these slatements
were made with the knowledge that any willful faise statement mace in this declaration is punishable
under 18 U.S.C. $4004 by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (8) years, or both, and that such
wilful false stalemeni may ieopardize the validity of the anplicalion or any patent issued thereon.

SOLE GR FIRST JGINT INVENTOR SECOND JOINT INVENTOR

Full Name: nd L. SHARRAH Full NamesThornesDBRSoocccnnmmnnne

Pret Middie Last Fest Middle Last: . ts
ae =

 
veSignatureLigReea|g(Lin

Date: 4halros>
Hesidance: Goallegevile, Pennayvivania Resitence: Collenevilis, Pennavivanta

 

 

 

Gity Stais or Country caly State or Country

Giigenship: United StatesafAmerica CHizgenshin: United States of America

Post Office Address: Post Office Address:

258 fvarick Road q
Coleoeville, Pannsvivania 19426 Colle evile, Ponnsvvania 19438

Chy State Zip Gade City Stats Zip Code
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DECLARATION

SOLE OR FIRST JOINT INVENTOR

Full Name: Donald J KEELEY

Pst Middie Laat
WH) ‘ 3 . erefoo FS ? wg oe

 

  
 

DateAer).
Residence: Emmaus, Fenrevivania

City State or Country
 

Citizenship: Uniled Stefes of America

Post Office Address:

623 Wasi Sarcar Sireet

Emmaus, Pennsyvivania 18649
City Stale Zip Code
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UNITED STATES PaTENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPQ. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto,gov

APPLICATION FILING or GRP AR’

NUMBER 371) DATE UNIT FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAIMS#IND CLAIMS

 
15/492,344 04/20/2017 2875 1340 0096-P06343US01 (SL-727)CONFIRMATION NO.3062

110 FILING RECEIPT

DANN, DORFMAN, HERRELL & SKILLMAN
1601 MARKET STREET CONTAEAA
SUITE 2400

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103-2307

Date Mailed: 04/27/2017

Receipt is acknowledgedof this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracyof the data presented onthis receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please
submit a written requestfor a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copyofthis Filing Receipt with the
changesnoted thereon.If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
any correctionsto this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Inventor(s)
Raymond L. SHARRAH, Collegeville, PA;
Thomas D. BORIS,Collegeville, PA;
Donald J. KEELEY, Emmaus,PA;

Applicant(s)
STREAMLIGHT, INC., Eagleville, PA;

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 00110

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This appln claims benefit of 62/325,917 04/21/2016

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at the USPTO.Please see http:/Awww.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheetin order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76.

Permission to Access Application via Priority Document Exchange: Yes

Permission to Access Search Results: Yes

Applicant may provide or rescind an authorization for access using Form PTO/SB/39 or Form PTO/SB/69 as
appropriate.

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 04/26/2017
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The country code and numberof your priority application, to be usedforfiling abroad under the Paris Convention,
is US 15/492,344

Projected Publication Date: 10/26/2017

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
** SMALLENTITY **
Title

PORTABLELIGHT WITH PLANE OF LASER LIGHT

Preliminary Class

362

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventorto File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider thefiling of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the same invention in membercountries, but does notresult in a grant of "an international
patent" and doesnot eliminate the need of applicantsto file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewithits particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advisedthat in the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance asto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents” (specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesfor filing foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199,orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http:/Awww.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Governmentwebsite, http:/Avww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on howto protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT(1-866-999-4258).
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGNFILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184,if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuanceof a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 GFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicatedis the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and may be usedat any time on or after the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

Thegrantof a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Departmentof
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Departmentof Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted atthis time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
 

SelectUSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promoteandfacilitate business investment. SelectUSA provides information assistance to the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanforexisting and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic development organizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit htto:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.
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Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventorto File)
NATHANIEL LEE 2875 ven  

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY|S SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF

THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, maya reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
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- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).
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earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)X] Responsive to communication(s)filed on20April2017.
C1 A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on__

2a)L] This action is FINAL. 2b)X] This actionis non-final.
3)L] An election was made bythe applicant in responseto a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on

____3 the restriction requirement and election have been incorporatedinto this action.

4)C Sincethis application is in condition for allowance exceptfor formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims*
5) Claim(s) 1-30 is/are pending in the application.

5a) Of the aboveclaim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6) Claim(s) 27-30 is/are allowed.
7) Claim(s) 1-4,6-14, 17-24 and 26 is/are rejected.
8)X] Claim(s) 5,15 and 25 is/are objected to.
9)L] Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

* If any claims have been determined allowable, you maybeeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

 

 

 

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see
i or send aninquiry to PPHfeechack@uspto.aoy 

Application Papers

10)[ Thespecification is objected to by the Examiner.
11)] The drawing(s) filed on 20 Apri! 2017 is/are: a)X] accepted or b)[J objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not requestthat any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacementdrawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12) Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
Certified copies:

aD All b)L Some** c)L Noneofthe:
1.1] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
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Application/Control Number: 15/492,344 Page 2

Art Unit: 2875

The presentapplication, filed on or after March 16, 2013, is being examined under the

first inventorto file provisions of the AIA.

DETAILED ACTION

Information Disclosure Statement

The information disclosure statementfiled June 15, 2017 fails to comply with 37 CFR

1.98(a)(1), which requires the following: (1) a list of all patents, publications, applications, or

other information submitted for consideration by the Office; (2) U.S. patents and U.S. patent

application publications listed in a section separately from citations of other documents; (3) the

application numberof the application in which the information disclosure statementis being

submitted on each pageof the list; (4) a column that provides a blank space next to each

documentto be considered, for the examiner's initials; and (5) a heading that clearly indicates

that the list is an information disclosure statement. The information disclosure statement has

been placed in the application file, but the information referred to therein has not been

considered.

Page 1 of the IDS cuts off the end of the list of US published patent documents and the

beginning ofthelist of non-patent documents. Those documents which are legible were

considered, but some appear to have beeninadvertently left off due to technical issues.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

In the event the determination of the status of the application as subject to AIA 35 U.S.C.

102 and 103 (or as subject to pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103) is incorrect, any correction of the

statutory basis for the rejection will not be considered a new ground of rejection if the prior art

relied upon, and the rationale supporting the rejection, would be the same undereither status.
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Application/Control Number: 15/492,344 Page 3

Art Unit: 2875

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103 which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

A patent for a claimed invention may not be obtained, notwithstanding that the claimed
invention is not identically disclosed as set forth in section 102, if the differences between the
claimed invention and the prior art are such that the claimed invention as a whole would have
been obvious before the effectivefiling date of the claimed invention to a person having
ordinary skill in the art to which the claimed invention pertains. Patentability shall not be
negated by the manner in whichthe invention was made.

Claims 1, 2, 6-12, 16-21, 23, 24, 26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being

unpatentable over Spartano et al. (US 2011/0163698 A1) in view of Poppset al. (US 6,864,799

B2).

With respectto claim 1: Spartano teaches “a portable light (10) comprising:a light

body (12) for receiving a source of electrical power (64); a white light source (22) supported by

said light body and selectively energizable for producing white light (paragraph 52); and a switch

supported by said light body for selectively energizing said white light source from the source of

electrical power(40)’.

Spartano does not specifically teach “a laser light source supported by said light body

and selectively energizable for producing laserlight, wherein said laser light source includes a

cylindrical lens configured for receiving light from a laser emission element and for transmitting

the receivedlight as a plane of laser light, whereby the laserlight source is configured to emit a

plane of laserlight; a switch for selectively energizing said laser light source from the sourceof

electrical power’.

However, Popps teaches “a laser light source (any of 36, 38, 40, 42) supported by said

light body (12) and selectively energizable for producing laserlight (column 3 line 38-column 4

line 13), wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens (46) configured for receiving

light from a laser emission element andfor transmitting the received light as a plane of laser

light (column 4 lines 1-6), whereby the laserlight source is configured to emit a plane of laser
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Application/Control Number: 15/492,344 Page 4

Art Unit: 2875

light (column 4 lines 1-6); a switch for selectively energizing said laserlight source from the

source of electrical power (24)”.

It would have been obviousat the time of the invention for one of ordinary skill in the art

to modify the light of Spartano with the laser and cylindrical lens taught by Poppsin orderto

provide a beacon creating lines of light leading to an exit in an emergencysituation (Popps

column 1 lines 66-column2 line 3).

With respect to claim 2: Popps teaches “wherein the laser emission element

comprises a laser diode (column 3 lines 55-59)”.

The motivation to combineis the same asin claim 1.

With respect to claim 6: Spartano suggests “wherein said switch is operable so that

only oneof said white light source and said laserlight source is active at a given time

(paragraphs 55, 57, 58)”.

It would have been obviousat the time of the invention for one of ordinary skill in the art

to allow the switch of Spartano to separately operate the laserlight source in the combination as

a separate mode, similar to howit is already used to separately operate LEDs 24, 26, 28 from

white light source 22 so the user can choose one operating mode without activating the other

operating modesof the portable light (Spartano paragraph 92).

With respectto claim 7: Spartano suggests “wherein said white light source (22)

and said laser light source (analogous to 24, 26, 28, 30) emit light in substantially the same

direction (see Fig. 1)”.

It would have been obviousat the time of the invention for one of ordinary skill in the art

to locate Popps'laser light source at the positions and orientations Spartano's LEDs are

because thosepositions are wherethe circuitry 200 that would be used to power the laser are
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Application/Control Number: 15/492,344 Page 5

Art Unit: 2875

disposed (paragraph 82), making the combination much simplerthanif the laser were placed in

someother location where the supporting circuitry would then have to be rebuilt from scratch.

With respect to claim 8: Spartano suggests “wherein said laser light source is

configured: for rotating the plane of laserlight relative to said light body (see Figs. 11a-11b); or

for repositioning the plane oflaserlight relative to said light body’.

The motivation for adding the laseris the same asin claim 1 above. The combination

with Spartano would necessarily be configured to rotate the planeof laserlight relative to said

body since Spartano hasthat capability to start with. Also note that, since this is a portable

light, the person using with would be able to rotate the plane of laserlight by simply twisting

their wrist.

With respect to claim 9: Spartano suggests “wherein said laser light source

(analogousto 24, 26, 28, 30) is supported by a shaped optical element of said white light source

or is supported by a receptacle of said light body (20) or is supported at a distal end of a flexible

stalk supported by said light body”.

It would have been obviousat the time of the invention for one of ordinary skill in the art

to locate Popps'laser light source at the positions and orientations Spartano's LEDs are

because thosepositions are where the circuitry 200 that would be used to powerthe laser are

disposed (paragraph 82), making the combination much simpler thanif the laser were placed in

someotherlocation where the supporting circuitry would then haveto be rebuilt from scratch.

With respect to claim 10: Spartano suggests “wherein said laser light source is

configured: for rotating the plane of laserlight relative to said light body (see Figs. 11a-11b); or

for repositioning the plane of laserlight relative to said light body’.

The motivation for adding the laser is the same as in claim 1 above. The combination

with Spartano would necessarily be configured to rotate the plane of laserlight relative to said
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body since Spartanohasthat capability to start with. Also note that, since this is a portable

light, the person using with would be able to rotate the plane of laserlight by simply twisting

their wrist.

With respect to claim 11: Spartano teaches “a portable light (10) comprising: a light

body (12) for receiving a source of electrical power (64); an illumination light source supported

by said light body and selectively energizable for producing illumination light (20); and a switch

supported by said light body for selectively energizing said illumination light source from the

source of electrical power (40)”.

Spartano does not specifically teach “a laserlight source supported by said light body

and selectively energizable for producing laserlight, wherein said laser light source includes a

cylindrical lens configured for receiving light from a laser emission element andfor transmitting

the receivedlight as a plane of laser light, whereby the laserlight source is configured to emit a

plane oflaserlight; a switch for selectively energizing said laser light source from the sourceof

electrical power”.

However, Popps teaches “a laser light source (any of 36, 38, 40, 42) supported by said

light body (12) and selectively energizable for producing laserlight (column 3 line 38-column 4

line 13), wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens (46) configured for receiving

light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the received light as a plane of laser

light (column 4 lines 1-6), whereby the laserlight source is configured to emit a plane of laser

light (column 4 lines 1-6); a switch for selectively energizing said laserlight source from the

source of electrical power(24)”.

It would have been obviousat the time of the invention for one of ordinary skill in the art

to modify the light of Spartano with the laser and cylindrical lens taught by Poppsin orderto
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provide a beacon creating lines of light leading to an exit in an emergencysituation (Popps

column 1 lines 66-column 2 line 3).

With respect to claim 12: Popps teaches “wherein the laser emission element

comprises a laser diode (column 3 lines 55-59)”.

The motivation to combine is the sameas in claim 11.

With respect to claim 16: Spartano suggests “wherein said switch is operable so that

only one of said white light source and said laserlight sourceis active at a given time

(paragraphs 55, 57, 58)’.

It would have been obviousat the time of the invention for one of ordinary skill in the art

to allow the switch of Spartano to separately operate the laserlight source in the combination as

a separate mode, similar to howit is already used to separately operate LEDs 24, 26, 28 from

white light source 22 so the user can choose one operating mode without activating the other

operating modesofthe portable light (Spartano paragraph 92).

With respect to claim 17: Spartano suggests “wherein said white light source (22)

and said laser light source (analogous to 24, 26, 28, 30) emit light in substantially the same

direction (see Fig. 1)”.

It would have been obviousat the time of the invention for one of ordinary skill in the art

to locate Popps'laser light source at the positions and orientations Spartano's LEDs are

because those positions are wherethe circuitry 200 that would be used to powerthe laser are

disposed (paragraph 82), making the combination much simplerthanif the laser were placed in

someother location where the supporting circuitry would then have to be rebuilt from scratch.

With respect to claim 18: Spartano suggests “wherein said laser light source is

configured: for rotating the planeoflaserlight relative to said light body (see Figs. 11a-11b); or

for repositioning the planeoflaserlight relative to said light body’.
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The motivation for adding the laser is the same as in claim 11 above. The combination

with Spartano would necessarily be configured to rotate the planeof laserlight relative to said

body since Spartano hasthat capability to start with. Also note that, since this is a portable

light, the person using with would be able to rotate the plane of laserlight by simply twisting

their wrist.

With respectto claim 19: Spartano suggests “wherein said laser light source

(analogousto 24, 26, 28, 30) is supported by a shaped optical element of said white light source

or is supported by a receptacle of said light body (20) or is supported at a distal end of a flexible

stalk supported by said light body”.

It would have been obviousat the time of the invention for one of ordinary skill in the art

to locate Popps'laser light source at the positions and orientations Spartano's LEDs are

because thosepositions are wherethe circuitry 200 that would be used to powerthe laser are

disposed (paragraph 82), making the combination much simplerthan if the laser were placed in

someother location where the supporting circuitry would then have to be rebuilt from scratch.

With respect to claim 20: Spartano suggests “wherein said laser light source is

configured: for rotating the plane of laserlight relative to said light body (see Figs. 11a-11b); or

for repositioning the plane oflaserlight relative to said light body’.

The motivation for adding the laser is the same as in claim 1 above. The combination

with Spartano would necessarily be configured to rotate the planeof laserlight relative to said

body since Spartano hasthat capability to start with. Also note that, since this is a portable

light, the person using with would be able to rotate the planeof laserlight by simply twisting

their wrist.

With respect to claim 21: Spartano suggests “wherein said laser light source:is

supported by a reflective element of said illumination light source and is rotatable relative
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thereto; or is supported by a receptacle (20) of said light body and is rotatable relative thereto

(Figs. 11a-11c); or is supported on a flexible stalk that is attached to said light body’.

The motivation for adding the laser is the same as in claim 1 above. The combination

with Spartano would necessarily be configured to rotate the planeof laserlight relative to said

body since Spartano hasthat capability to start with.

With respectto claim 23: Spartano teaches “a portable light (10) comprising:a light

body (12) for receiving a source of electrical power (64) and having a base end (16); an

illumination light source (22) supported by said light body relatively nearer to an end thereof that

is remote to the base endthereof (see Fig. 7), said illumination light source being configured to

emit illumination light in a predetermined direction relative to said light body and being

selectively energizable for producingillumination light (see Fig. 7); and a switch supported by

said light body for selectively energizing said illumination light source from the source of

electrical power (40)”.

Spartano does not specifically teach “a laserlight source supported by said light body

relatively nearer to the base end thereofthanis said illumination light source and being

selectively energizable for producing laserlight, wherein said laserlight source includes a

cylindrical lens configured for receiving laserlight from a laser emission element and for

transmitting the received laserlight as a planeof laserlight in substantially the predetermined

direction relative to said light body, whereby the laserlight source is configured to emit a plane

of laserlight in the same generaldirection as the illumination light is emitted; and a switch for

selectively energizing said laser light source from the source of electrical power’.

However, Popps teaches “a laser light source (any of 36, 38, 40, 42) supported by said

light body (20) relatively nearer to the base end thereof thanis said illumination light source and

being selectively energizable for producing laserlight (42 is in the base 22, and thus necessarily
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the nearest to the base asis possible), wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens

configured for receiving laserlight from a laser emission element and for transmitting the

received laserlight as a planeoflaser light in substantially the predetermined direction relative

to said light body (46), whereby the laserlight source is configured to emit a plane of laserlight

in the same generaldirection as the illumination light is emitted (forward, generally); and a

switch for selectively energizing said laser light source from the source of electrical power (24)”.

It would have been obviousat the time of the invention for one of ordinary skill in the art

to modify the light of Spartano with the laser and cylindrical lens taught by Poppsin orderto

provide a beacon creating lines of light leading to an exit in an emergencysituation (Popps

column 1 lines 66-column 2 line 3).

With respect to claim 24: Popps teaches “wherein said laserlight sourceis:

supported in a fixed location that is relatively nearer to the base endof said light body than is

said illumination light source (see Fig. 1); or supported on a flexible stalk that is relatively nearer

to the base endof said light body thanis said illumination light source’.

It would have been obviousat the time of the invention for one of ordinary skill in the art

to modify the light of Spartano with the laser and cylindrical lens thatis in the base of Poppsin

orderto providetheline of laserlight on the floor serving the purposeof in order to provide a

beacon creating lines oflight leading to an exit in an emergencysituation (Popps column 1 lines

66-column 2 line 3).

With respect to claim 26: Spartano suggests “wherein said switch is operable so that

only oneof said white light source and said laserlight source is active at a given time

(paragraphs 55, 57, 58)”.

It would have been obviousat the time of the invention for one of ordinary skill in the art

to allow the switch of Spartano to separately operate the laserlight source in the combination as
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a separate mode,similar to howit is already used to separately operate LEDs 24, 26, 28 from

white light source 22 so the user can choose one operating mode without activating the other

operating modesof the portable light (Spartano paragraph 92).

Claims 3, 4, 13, 14 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 as being unpatentable over

Spartano and Poppsasapplied to claims 1 and 11 above, and further in view of Tung (US

7,114,861 B1).

With respect to claim 3: Spartano in view of Popps does not specifically teach

“wherein said laser light source includes a registration feature on an external surface thereof

disposed in registration with a longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens’.

However, Tung teaches “wherein said laserlight source (20) includes a registration

feature on an external surface (212) thereof disposed in registration with a longitudinal axis of

the cylindrical lens (27)”.

It would have been obviousat the time of the invention for one of ordinary skill in the art

to use Tung's registration feature in orderto fine tune a precise laser alignment (Tung column 1

lines 43-51).

With respectto claim 4: Tung teaches “wherein the registration feature has an axis

oriented perpendicularto the longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens (Figs. 1, 2)”.

The motivation to combine is the same asin claim 3.

With respect to claim 13: Spartano in view of Popps does not specifically teach

“wherein said laser light source includes a registration feature on an external surface thereof

disposed in registration with a longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens”.
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However, Tung teaches “wherein said laser light source (20) includes a registration

feature on an external surface (212) thereof disposed in registration with a longitudinal axis of

the cylindrical lens (27)”.

It would have been obviousat the time of the invention for one of ordinary skill in the art

to use Tung's registration feature in orderto fine tune a precise laser alignment (Tung column 1

lines 43-51).

With respect to claim 14: Tung teaches “wherein the registration feature has an axis

oriented perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens (Figs. 1, 2)”.

The motivation to combineis the sameasin claim 13.

Allowable Subject Matter

Claims 5, 15, and 25 are objected to as being dependentupon a rejected base claim,

but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the base

claim and any intervening claims.

Claims 27-30 are allowed.

The following is a statement of reasonsfor the indication of allowable subject matter:

With respect to claim 5: Theprior art of record does not teach or reasonably

suggest“a portable light comprising ... a laser light source supported by said light body and

selectively energizable for producing laserlight, wherein said laserlight source includes a

cylindrical lens configured for receiving light from a laser emission element and for transmitting

the receivedlight as a plane of laser light, whereby the laserlight source is configured to emit a

plane oflaserlight ... wherein said white light source includes a shaped optically clear plastic

element having a polished curved external side surface and a generally widerflat forward

surface oriented such that the white light exits the white light source through the flat forward
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surface, and wherein the laser light source is supported by the flat forward surface” along with

the otherlimitations of the claim.

With respect to claim 15: Theprior art of record does not teach or reasonably

suggest “a portable light comprising ... a laser light source supported by said light body and

selectively energizable for producing laserlight, wherein said laser light source includes a

cylindrical lens configured for receiving light from a laser emission element andfor transmitting

the receivedlight as a plane of laser light, whereby the laserlight source is configured to emit a

planeoflaserlight ... wherein said illumination light source includes a shaped optically clear

plastic element having a polished curved external side surface and a generally widerflat forward

surface oriented such that the white light exits the white light source through theflat forward

surface, and wherein the laser light source is supported by theflat forward surface” along with

the otherlimitations of the claim.

With respect to claim 25: The prior art of record does not teach or reasonably

suggest “a portable light comprising ... a laserlight source supported bysaid light body

relatively nearer to the base end thereof thanis said illumination light source and being

selectively energizable for producing laserlight, wherein said laser light source includes a

cylindrical lens configured for receiving laserlight from a laser emission element and for

transmitting the received laserlight as a plane of laserlight in substantially the predetermined

direction relative to said light body ... wherein said laser light source further includes a support

for said cylindrical lens, wherein: the support for said cylindrical lens is rotatable relative to said

light body, whereby a longitudinal axis of said cylindrical lens is rotatable relative to said light

body; or the laser emission element and the support for said cylindrical lens are supported on a

flexible stalk that is attached to said light body, whereby a longitudinal axis of said cylindrical

lens is repositionable relative to said light body; or the laser emission element and the support
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for said cylindrical lens are supported onaflexible stalk that is attached to said light body and

said support for said cylindrical lens is rotatable relative to said flexible stalk, whereby a

longitudinal axis of said cylindrical lens is rotatable and repositionable relative to said light body”

along with the otherlimitations of the claim.

With respect to claim 27-30: The prior art of record does not teach or reasonably

suggest“a portable light comprising: ... a shaped optically clear element having a polished

curved external side surface anda flat forward surface through which the illumination light exits

said illumination light source in a predetermined direction relative to said light body; a laser light

source supported by said shaped optically clear element and selectively energizable for

producing laserlight, wherein said laserlight source includes a cylindrical lens configured for

receiving light from a laser emission elementand for transmitting the received light as a plane of

laserlight” along with the otherlimitations of the claims.
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HOW IT WORKS LENTICULAR LENSES
THE BASICS (/THE-
BASICS-OF-

LENTICULAR/)

LENTICULAR LENSES MANUFACTURING EXTRUDED
(/LENTICULAR-LENSES/) LENTICULAR LENS

DESIGN AND

INTERLACING (/DESIGN- One side of an extruded plastic sheet is embossed with
AND-INTERLACING-FOR-

LENTICULAR/)

PREPRESS AND
PRINTING (/PREPRESS- are all the sarne size and are spaced equally across the
AND-PRINTING- sheet. The other side of the sheet remains smoothin
LENTICULAR/}

FINISHING

(/LENTICULAR-

FINISHING/}

DO'S AND DONT'S (/DO-

columnsof tiny corrugations called lenticules, hence the

name "lenticular" in lenticular extruded lens. The lenticules

order to be printed upon.

&~ Lasivouter phereA
Wide Angle 2 = dotariaceddesign  Ratrow ‘Anle   
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AND-DONTS-

LENTICULAR-DESIGN/}

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

(/GLOSSARY-OF-TERMS/}

 
  | naartheamanpabeceore atine

The frequency af lenticules is called lines-per-inch or LPI,

and can varyfrom 10 to 200, Just as no one eyegiass

prescription works for everyone, no single LP] works best

for all oroject effects.

The curvature or angle of the fenticule is important to keep

in. mind when selecting the proper lens. For an optimal 3D

effect, a narrow-angie lenticular lens with a viewingangie

between 75 to 44 degrees works best.When working to

achieve a good animation effect, a wide-angle lenticular

lens with a viewing angle between44to 65 degreesworks
+best. These variances will nelp to determine which lens

works best for your project.

For more information regardinglenticular plastic, visita

Pacur- www, pacur.com (nttoy/Avww.pacur.com/}

LENTICULARLENS DIMENSIONS

Lenticular sheets range in thickness from0.008 to 0.385 of

an inch. What you chooseis determined bythe cesired

effect your looking to accamplish and how your project wil

ultimately be used. Sheets come in a number of sizes, with

20"x 28" and 28"x 40" being two of the most commonly

used in offset printing. Roll lenticularis also availaolefor

the flexo and web printing markets. Ultimately, whatever

dimensions being used, it's the clarity of the lenticular

sheet that plays a huge role in the quality of the product

LENTICULARLENS OPTIONS

There are so manyvariabiesinvolved in putting togethera
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Lenticular Lenses: WorkingPrinciple and Its Advantages

and Disadvantages

N = 
The lenticular lenses have been in use for a century now. Technology could help millions

who need corrective lenses. The lenses are simple in principle, but used in complex
applications.

& ScienceStruck Staff@Last Updated: Feb 28, 2018

 
This site uses cookies to analyze performance and enhance user experience. By clicking
OK or by continuing to use this website, you are agreeing te our policy of using cookies. Learn

More

htips://sciencestruck.com/enticular-lenses-working-principle-its-advantages-disadvantages tit
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Lenticular Lenses: Working Principle and its Advantages and Disadvantages

* AFrench painter, Gois-Clair used a technique similar to lenticular
lenses to create a multidimensional effect.

* The first lenticular lenses were produced in 1930 by Victor Anderson,

mainly for advertisements and promotions.

Lenticular lenses is an age-old technique that has evalved immensely over
the years, and is being used even today.It is basically an assortment of

magnifying lenses arranged in such a way that you can see different

images magnified when viewed frorn different angles. You may remember

some pictures or posters that gave out a 3D effect when you moved

around or changed the viewing angle, e.g. a holograrn. The technology

used was lenticular printing, in which lenticular lenses produce printed

images with an illusion or multiple images. These days, this technologyis
being used in 3D televisions, gaming systems, and even in eyeglasses to
curb extreme vision problems.

Let's have a look at lenticular lenses in detail,

Lenticular lens is completely different from holograms. Holograms have to

be viewed in proper lighting and angles; whereas, lenticular technology
uses a full spectrum of colors thatis visible in all conditions, and is more

detailed and visibie. Lenticular technology invoives exhibiting numerous

sets of Images, which change when being viewed from different angles.

illusion af depth or motion is the result of this technique.It is one of the

techniques in which 3D images or videos are created. It can be best

described as transformation of steady print into a dynamic and interactive

orint.

Let us see how lenticular lenses work,

 Ad Great deals. Great tec

for the holidays.~ANSS_\
ACS
\\\ee

 
 

 
OK or by continuing to use this website, you are agreeing to our policy of using coakies. Learn

More
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Princiole of Lenticular Lenses

 
Working of Lenticular Lenses

&

This site uses cookies to analyze performance and enhance user experience. By clicking
OK or by continuing to use this website, you are agreeing to our policy of using cookies,

itis done by interlacing graphics with a lenticular fens,which in

turn, gives different images to the viewer depending upon the

Viewing angle. interlacing means that the images are divided into

strips, and then, combined into one graphic.

To create a lenticular irnage,at least, two images are needed.

The lenticular plastic sheet has one smocthside,where the graphic

is printed directly, and the other side is madeof ienticules.

Each jienticule willact as a magnifying glass, which when viewed

from a different angle, magnifies and displays the part of the

interlaced image below,

if the lenticules are oriented vertically, then, a different image with

two frames can be seen at the same time. Each eye sees a different

Frame, which gives out a 3D effect.

if the lenticules are oriented horizontally, it results in a better and
CIA OL BIESTACLEFToi occcccccccrssespusmevesevesrsneseseyursss seeceuusanesivesssvausrayyrasssenstiageesasvanguungusayyassisenguussaggnenseenenee
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Lenticular Lens 30 Effect

 
 

  
 

   
 

3 a as

Applications

The most commion applications of lenticular lenses are:

3D displays

Signage

Product packaging

Magazine inserts

* Corrective lenses in eyeglasses (Bifocals}

hitps.//sciencestruck.comienticular-ienses-working-principie-its-advantages-disadvantages
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Lenticular lenses are mostly used in eyeglasses to rectify extreme

farsightedness when implants are not feasible. This type of farsightedness

may be a result of cataract surgery. The 'minus lenticular’ lens, whichis

similar to the former, is used to rectify extreme nearsightedness. The

powerof the lens is concentrated into a small area in the lens's center.If

the poweris distributed throughout the lens, then, it would resuit in

greater weight and thickness of the lens. The rest of the lens haslittle or no

power, and is present just to support the lenticular portion. Lenticular

lenses, typically, include only two different magnifications. One area of the

lens has one refractive corrective power, whereas, the other area has

different power. In case of farsightedness, the persan's pupils appear larger

than normal due to the design of the glasses, and smaller than normal in

case of nearsightedness.

Bifocals are another type of lenticular lenses that were invented in the late

1700s. They are not for people with extreme cases of poor eyesight, but for

people with a bit of both farsightedness and nearsightedness. In a typical

bifocal lens, the upper part of the lens aids far-sighted vision, while the

lower portion aids near-sighted vision.

Lenticular Lenses Vs. Progressive Lenses

Although it serves the same purpose, lenticular and progressive lenses

work differently. Bifocal lenses nave two areas of vision correction.

Progressive lenses correct vision for both farsightedness and

nearsightedness without any ‘visible’ lines of bifocal or trifocals lenses. They

are an alternative to bifocals. It provides more natural vision correction. The

focus can easily be changed from near to far anc vice versa.

The disadvantages of progressive lenses are that they take a little longer to

adapt to progressiveness; it ray take a few hours to few weeks. For those

who can't adjust to progressive lenses, lined bifocals are the best option.

 
This site uses cookies to analyze performance and enhance user experience. By clicking
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The advantages are:

*« Lenticular lenses are helpful to the people suffering from extreme

vision probierns.

They are what make the 3D images happen because of which there

won't oe any need for glasses ta get the 3D effect.

Lenticular technology is now being utilized in lenticular printing,

which is specially prepared graphics designed to work with a

lenticular lens. jt has found its way into almost everything you can

imagine, from the smallest cards to the largest posters.

The disadvantages are:

e There are only a few spots where images are perfectly clear and

consistent. Changing your viewing angle slightly might distort the

image or video.

» Lenticular eyeglasses may not always be flattering to the person

wearing It.

Lenticular lens is also called “fried eqg" because of its resermblance to one

Le. a hemisphere on top of a flat surface. The hemisphereis the lens and

the ‘flat surface’ is the carrier jens that has little or no powerat all, and is

present to support the rest of the glass frame.So, that was a brief overview

about lenticular lenses that you should know about.
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Types of Diodes

List of Farnous Physicists

poy 
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WIKIPEDIA

Lenticularlens

A lenticular lens is an array of magnifying lenses, designed so that when

 

viewed from slightly different angles, different images are magnified! The most
common example is the lenses used in lenticularprinting, where the technology
is used to give an dlusion of depth, or to make images that appear to change or

move as the image is viewed from different angles.

Contents

Applications
Lenticular printing
Corrective lenses

Lenticular screens
3D television

 
in a plastic substrate.

Lenticular color motion picture processes

Angle of view of a lenticular orint
Angle within the lens

Definitions

Calculation

Angle outside the lens

Example

Rear focal olane of a lenticular network

Example

See aise

References

External links

Applications

Lenticular printing

Lenticular printing is a multi-step process consisting of creating a lenticular image from at least two existing images, and

combining it with a lenticular lens. This process ean be used to create various frames of animation(for a motion effect),

offsetting the various layers at different increments (fora 3D effect}, or simplyto show a set of alternate images which may
appear to transforra inte each other.

Israeli artist, Ya yAgamuses lenticular printing as a key element in the construction of his kinetic art creations.

Corrective lenses

Lenticular lenses are sometimes used as correctivelenses for improving vision. A bifoeallens could be considered a simple

example,

https:/fenwikipedia.orgéwiki/Lenticularlens 445
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Lenticular.Te 

wouldotherwise require,alltheppower of the lens is concentrated in a small area im the cemter. in appearance, such a ions1S 
powerand is there morely to all up therest of the eyeglass frame and to hold or "carry" the lenticular partion of the lens.
This portion is typically 4a mm in diameter but may be Smnaliensas little as 20 nim,in sufficiently highppowers. These lenses

 
with the goodrouscle control of direction. Eiplopia (also known as double vision) is typieally caused bya sixth cranial nerve

palsy that prevents full control of the muscles that control the direction the eye is pointed in, These films are defined in the

nwumber of degrees of correction that is needed where the higher the degree, the higher the directive correction that is
needed,

Lenticular screens

 Screens with a molded lenticular surface are frequently used with projection televisioneystems. In this case, the purpose of 
 
of the viewer. In this way, the apparent brightness of the imageis increased.

Ordinary front-projection screens canalso he described as lenticular. In this case, rather than transparent lenses, the shapes

formed are tiny curved reflectors.

3B television

As of 2010, a number of manufacturers were developing auto-stercoscopic high definition 315 te ms, using lenticular

lens systems to avoid the need for special spectacles. One of these, Chinese manufacturer TCL, was selling a 42" LCD model

—the TD-42F—in China fer around US$20,000181

Lenticular color motion picture processes

 

Angle ofview of a lenticular print 
The angle of view of a lenticular print is the range of angles within which the observer can see the entire image. This is

determined by the maximum angle at which a ray can leave the image through the correct lenticule.

Angle within the lens

The diagram at right shows in green the most extreme ray within the lenticular lens that will be refracted correctly by the
lens. This ray leaves one edge of an image strip {at the lower right) and exits through the opposite edge of the corresponding
lenticule.

Dafinitions

httos:/enwikipediaorg/wiki/Lenticular_lens 25
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#. p is the plich, or width of each lenticular cell,

« vis the radiusofcurvature of the lenticule,
« eis the thickness of the lenticular leans

« his the thickness of the substrate below the curved surface of the lens,
and

® mis the lens’s index of refraction.

Galculation

R= A- arctan (+),  
where

A= aresin( =~},ar

h = e — f is the distance from the back of the grating to the edge of the lenticule, and
ie py?

fur-air — 2

Angle outside the lens

 
The angle outside the lens is given byrefraction of the ray determined above. N ‘ o ® &
The full angle of observation ( is given by Nor ——ee e

» aw a \ § ‘ =
O = 2A~ J), |

: ‘
 

where I is the angle between the extreme ray and the normal outside the lena.

From Snell's Law,

Example

Consider 2 lenticular print that has lenses with 336.65 pm pitch, 190.5 nmradius of curvature, 457 umthickness, and an

index of refraction of 1.557. The full angle of observation O would be 64.6°.

 
 

where & is the focal length of the lens.

The back focal plane is located at a distance BPD fromthe back of the lens:

hitps://en. wikipedia .crg/wiki/Lenticularlens a5
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BFD=F--.
Gt

A negative BFD indicates that the focal plane lies inside the lens,

In most cases, lenticular lenses are designed to have the rear focal plane coincide with the back plane of the lens. The

condition for this coincidence is BPD =< G, or

PUP 

n-t

This equation imposes a relation between the lens thickness ¢ and its radius of curvature 7,

Example

The lenticular lens in the example above has focal length 342 ym and back focal distance 48 um, indicating that the focal

plane of the lens falls 48 micrometers behind the image printed on the backof thelens.

See aiso’ 
» Fresnellens, a different ‘flat’ lens technology
» Integralimaging
* Microtens

 
1. "Lenticular,howitworks" (httos://Aweb.archive.org/web/20 180503192511/hito./www.lenstarlenticular.conv/Lenstar/enticul

arbtn). Lenstar.org. Archived from theoriginal, (nttp./Avww.lenstarlenticular.com/Lenstar/lenticular.htrn) on 2016-05-03.
Ratriaved 2017-05-25.

 
  

 

2. SYQKISEwGapg“BATISE
dgedispensing>fn . ISBN0 f

3. "Give Me 3D TV, Without The Glasses” (nitp-/Avww.tomeguide.com/us/3DTV-autostereoscopic-CESreview- 1490. htmb).wee svebne een doveecrwecweerlevverdlierressssssaeenstsasnseretasematttnnorsnecnsscttbresssthestesssstasecsessteseseeence BRA Toe voc nesc eee eee a nite nguennsnemnne sien retest tren ite leper ei tet radiatesnnineeanentieteetnener

Archived (https://web.archive.orgiweb/20100213134834/nttp:/www.tomsguide.com/us/3DTV-autostereoscopic-CES%2

Bartholdi, Paul (1997). “Gi
French). Observatoire d 

* Soulier, Bernard (2002). “Principedefonctionnamentdefoptiquelenticulaire”{hitpuAwww.sequenceddcomilt_pages/opt
iguein) (in French). Séquence 3d. Retrieved 2007-12-22,

 

External links 

* Lecture slidescoveringlenticular tenses(httpy/vww,cs, berkeleyedurjfo/DR/POaeckres!le02Flec27.ppt) PowerPoint}
Be 5 overiag lentelenses (opubew es be

» Choosingtherightlenticularsheetfor inkjetprinter (hito:/Awww.vicg!.com/DIY-lenticular-print.html)

  

* hitp//www.microlens.com/pdis/history_oflenticular.odf
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0096-P06343US01 (SL-727) PATENT APPLICATION
Serial No. 15/492,344

REMARKS

Claims 1-30 are pending in the captioned Application in which claims 1-4, 6-14, 16-24

and 26 are rejected, claims 27-30 are allowed, claims 5, 15 and 25 are objected-to as depending

from a rejected base claim and would be allowable if rewritten in independent form.

Claims 1, 11 and 23 are clarified regarding the cylindrical lens receiving light from the

laser element on a first part of its cylindrical surface and emitting the plane oflaser light from a

second part of its cylindrical surface. Support therefor may be foundatleast in, ¢.g., Figs. 6A-

6C and paragraphs[051] - [052], [055] -[057], [065], [080] and [082] of the description.

This amendment does not narrow the scope of any claim elementor limitation and so is

not limiting of any claim elementor limitation, and Applicant reserves the right to the benefit of

the doctrine of equivalents with respect thereto.

This Response is madein the interest of expediting prosecution and should not be

construed as an admission or as an acquiescencein the validity or correctness of any rejection

that may have been made or of any reason or reasons therefor.

Information Disclosure Statement:

Examiner states on page 2 of the Office Action that the Information Disclosure Statement

submitted on June 15, 2017 does not comply with 37 CFR §1.98(a)(1).

Applicantrespectfully disagrees.

The Information Disclosure Statementfiled by Applicant does indeed comply with each

of the requirements enumerated in 37 CFR §1.98(a)(1) and whichare stated in the Office Action.

All citations should have been considered and madeofrecord.

On October 9, 2018 Examiner Lee indicated by telephone that the U.S.P.T.O. computer

issue that had obscured part of Applicant’s Information Disclosure Statement had been resolved
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and that he now sees and will considerall of the citations.

Applicant thanks Examiner Lee for following up, and requests confirmation in the next

communication that all of the citations made in the Information Disclosure Statement of June 15,

2017 have in fact been considered and made ofrecord.

Objections:

Claims 5, 15 and 25 are objected to because they depend from a rejected base claim.

The objection is moot because Claims 5, 15 and 25 are amendedto include the

limitations of claims 1, 11 and 23 from which they respectively depend.

Accordingly, the objection should be withdrawnand claims 5, 15 and 25 allowed.

Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. §103:

Claims 1-2, 6-12, 16-21, 23-24 and 26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 as being

unpatentable over US 2011/0163698 to Spartano in view of US 6,864,799 to Popps.

The rejection is respectfully traversed.

Spartanorelates to a lighting device 10 having switched modes wherein three-position

toggle switch 40 enables a white LED 22 or four colored LEDS 24 (blue), 26 (red), 28 (green) &

30 CIR) or disables all of the LEDs. All of the LEDs of Spartano produce an illumination beam

of white or colored light; none arealaser. (Figs. 1,3, 7A & ; Paras. [0052], [0055]).

Spartano expressly describes the lighting device 10 is for providing multiple lighting

options and having a control switch for controlling the operating modes of those multiple light

sources (Paras. [0002], [0006]-[0008]), as contrasted with conventional incandescentand light

emitting diode lights where a separate switch provides on/off control of each single light source

(Para. [0003]). Spartano’s light is expressly to provide “light illumination” (Para. [0047]).

Nothing in Spartano describes or suggests that any configuration of LEDsor light sources

other than visible light sources for visible illumination and an IR light source for IR illumination
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be employed. Nothing in Spartano provides any motivation for replacing any ofthe illumination

LEDSwith anything other than another illumination light source producing a conventional

illumination light source beam.

Poppsrelates to an emergencylighting device 10 forfirefighters that is to be mounted

near to a viable exit so that the exit may be located. The device 10 has laser diodes 36, 38, 40,

42 that each has a lens 46 that diffracts the laser beam to fan out to producea flat pane or sheet

oflaser light to provide lines on the floor and walls that lead back to, i.c. converge at, the device.

Thelaser diodes are arranged at different angles so as to provide different vertical panes or

sheets of laser light that each provides a line leading back to the emergency device 10 whichis to

be mounted near an exit. (Abstract; Figs. 1 & 3; Col. 3, line 39, to col. 4, line 14).

That functionality would be completely absentif a firefighter were to carry the Popps

device and the plural panes oflaser light would cast lines on walls and/or floors that merely

convergeat the firefighter, and would provide no indication of where an exit might be.

That is why the Popps’ device is to be set up and attachedat a fixed location, ie. ata

viable door or window exit, and not to be carried. Firefighters therefore will look towards the

Popps device at which the lines of laser light converge. In this intended use there is no need for

any illumination light beam and noneis described or suggested by Popps.

It is submitted that if Popps were to include an illumination light beam,that light beam

would be directed towards the firefighters seeking to locate an exit and would reducetheir ability

to see ahead, and to locate the exit, especially in a smokey environment, thereby increasing the

risk that the firefighters would not locate a safe exit. Thus, Popps’ device is seen to teach away

from including an illumination light source, and therefore from it being combined with Spariano.

Moreover, lenses 46 are lenticular devices described as diffracting laser light from laser

diodes 36, 38, 40 & 42, (Col. 3, lines 1-14), and this is not seen as a suggestion by Popps of a

cylindrical lens as Applicant describes and claims. Diffraction gratings (lenses) are different

physically and optically from the cylindrical lens described and claimed by Applicant.

Applicant points to the definitions and discussions of the well knownlenticularlens, e.g.,
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as discussed in: the Lens Star web page at www.lenstarlenticular.com/lenticular-lenses/, the

Science Struck web page at

sciencestruck.com/lenticular-lenses-working-principle-its-advantages-disadvantages, and the

Wikipedia article at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lenticular_lens,

all of which show that a lenticular lens has one ribbed or corrugated surface that defines plural

magnifying elements and one flat (smooth) surface. These diverse sources confirm that such

lenticular lens as Popps describes is not a cylindrical lens as Applicant describes and claims. A

copy of each web pageis included as an Exhibit hereto for the Examiner’s convenience.

Evenif the corrugations of Popps’ lenticular lens were to be ares(i.e. less than half) of a

cylinder, e.g., as may be in Fig. 8, there is no lens in the form of a cylinder that both receives a

laser beam that passes through the cylindrical lens and emits the same laser beam as a plane of

laser light as claimed; neither is there seen any suggestion thereof.

Neither does Spartano describe or suggest a cylindrical lens as described and claimed by

Applicant, or that a portable light include an illumination light source and a laser light source

that emits a plane oflaser light.

In addition, looking at Fig. 1 of Popps, diffraction lenses 46 for all of the laser diodes 36,

38, 40, 42 are in the same orientation, e.g., whereby each producesa vertical plane oflaser light

when the Popps device 10 ts mounted in the manner described and illustrated, as would be

necessary to create lines, e.g., on walls and floors, leading back to the Popps device for marking

an exit, which is the express object that Popps sets forth repeatedly, e.g., in the Abstract, and at

column 1, line 63, through column2, line 49.

It is further noted that the Popp deviceis not a portable light as clarmed because (1) it

does not have an illumination source and (2) is not intended to be carried by a user, but to be

mounted in a fixed location near an exit. Moreover, Popps argues against providing an

illumination source at column 1, lines 21-25, because a conventional flashlight beam does not

penetrate very far through smoke, and tends to produce glare that reduces visibility.

Thus Popps has no relevance to a portable light which operates for a different function, in

a different way, to produce a different result. Popps lacks the function, way and result of
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Applicant’s device and so is not properly combinable for alleging obviousness.

Accordingly, both Spartano and Popps lack any suggestion or motivation for their being

combined, and so such purported combination is legally improper. It is submitted that only

Applicant teaches a portable light using a cylindrical lens to provide a plane oflaser light in

addition to a light source producing an illumination beam. This asserted combination of

Spartano and Poppsis not supported by the references, but is based upon impermissible

hindsight based upon the teaching of Applicant's invention.

“A factfinder should be aware, of course, of the distortion caused by hindsight
bias and must be cautious of arguments relying on ex post reasoning. See
Graham [v. John Deere, 383 U.S. 1, (1966)] at 36,... (warning against a
“temptation to read into the prior art the teachings of the invention in issue’ and
instructing courts to ‘guard against slipping into the use of hindsight’...).”

KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S, 398, 421, 82 USPQ2d 1385, 1397 (2007).

"Whenprior art references require selective combination...to
render obvious a subsequent invention, there must be some reason
for the combination other than the hindsight gleaned from the
invention itself..."

Uniroyal Inc. vs. Rudkin-Wiley Corp., 5 U.S.P.Q.2d 1434, 1438 (Fed. Cir. 1988). It is

impermissible to use the claims as a frameandthe prior art references as a mosaic to piece

together a facsimile of the claimed invention, and the Examiner must avoid the "insidious effect

of a hindsight syndrome wherein only that which the inventor taught is used against the teacher”.

W. L. Gore & Assoc. v. Garlock, 721 Fed.2d 1540, 1552, 1553, 220 U.S.P.Q. 303, 312, 313

(Fed. Cir. 1988).

The purported combination is also improper underthe law because the record lacks a

proper suggestion or motivation for the combination of Spartano with Popps; the Examiner’s

post hoc conclusory statementis not legally sufficient to support the purported combination. “It

can be important to identify a reason that would have prompted a person of ordinary skill in the

relevant field to combine the elements in the way the claimed new invention does.” KSR Int’]
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Co. v. Telefiex Ine., 550 U.S. 398, 418; 82 USPQ2d 1385, 1396 (2007).

Absent some statement or suggestion that the references should be combined, there is no

nexus which could substantiate the suggested combination.

"Obviousness cannot be established by combining the teachings of

the prior art to produce the claimed invention, absent some

teaching or suggestion supporting the combination. Undersection

103, teachings ofreferences can be combined only if there is some

suggestion or incentive to do so."

ACS Hospital Systems, Inc. vs. Montefiore Hospital, 221 U.S.P.Q. 929, 933 (Fed. Cir. 1984).

The burden is on the Examinerto particularly identify the suggestion, teaching, or

motivation for combining the references, and not just naming similarities between the

reference(s) and the claimed invention. Ruiz v. A.B. Chance Co., 234 Fed.3d 654 (Fed. Cir.

2000), 57 U.S.P.Q.2d 1161, 1166; In re Dembiczak, 175 Fed.3d 994 (Fed. Cir. 1999), 50

US.P.Q.2d 1614, 1618.

“TA] rejection cannot be predicated on the mere identification ... of individual
components of claimed limitations. Rather, particular findings must be made as
to the reason the skilled artisan, with no knowledge of the claimed invention,
would have selected these components for combination in the manner claimed.”

Ecolochem Inc. v. Southern California Edison, 56 U.S.P.Q.2d 1065, 1076 (Fed. Cir. 2000)

quoting /n re Rouffet, 149 Fed.3d 1350, 1357 (Fed. Cir, 1998), 47 U.S.P.Q.2d 1453, 1456.

Accordingly, the purported combination of Spartano and Poppsis legally improper and

the rejections based upon such combination should be withdrawn.

The Examiner’s alleged reason for the combinationis circular and conclusory, and

assumes Popps’ objective of “providing a beacon creating lines oflight leading to an exit in an

emergencysituation.” While that appears to be Popps objective, Popps accomplishes that

objective without any of the features of Spartano. Moreover, that is not seen as Applicant’s

objective, and the Examiner has not pointed to any basis for the assertion.
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Thus, the portable light of Applicant’s claim 1 is patentable at least becauseit recites:

“a light body for receiving a sourceofelectrical power;
“a white light source supported by said light body and selectively energizable for

producing white light;
“a laser light source supported by said light body and selectively energizable for

producinglaser light, wherein said laser light source includesa cylindrical lens
configured for receiving light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the
received light as a plane oflaser light, the cylindrical lens receiving laser light at a first
part of a cylindrical surface thereof and emitting the plane oflaser light from a second
part of that cylindrical surface, wherebythe laser light source is configured to emit a
plane oflaser light; and

“a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said white light
source from the source of electrical power, and for selectively energizing said laser light
source from the source of electrical power,”

whichis not described or suggested by Spartano and/or Popps, whether taken individually or

properly combined.

Theportable light of Applicant’s claim 11 is patentable at least becauseit recites:

“a light body for receiving a source ofelectrical power;
“an illumination light source supported by said light body and selectively

energizable for producing illumination light;
“a laser light source supported by said light body and selectively energizable for

producinglaser light, wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens
configured for receiving light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the
received light as a plane oflaser light, the cylindrical lens receiving laser light at a first
part of a cylindrical surface thereof and emitting the plane oflaser light from a second
part of that cylindrical surface, wherebythe laser light source is configured to emit a
plane oflaser light; and

“a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said illumination
light source from the source of electrical power and for selectively energizing said laser
light source from the source ofelectrical power,”

whichis not described or suggested by Spartano and/or Popps, whether taken individually or

properly combined.

Theportable light of Applicant’s claim 23 also is patentable at least becauseit recites:

“a light body for receiving a source ofelectrical power and having a base end;
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“an illumination light source supported by said light bodyrelatively nearer to an
end thereof that is remote to the base end thereof, said illumination light source being
configured to emit illumination light in a predetermined direction relative to said light
body and being selectively energizable for producing illumination light;

“a laser light source supported by said light body relatively nearer to the base end
thereof than is said illumination light source and being selectively energizable for
producinglaser light, wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens
configured for receiving laser light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the
received laser light as a plane oflaser light in substantially the predetermined direction
relative to said light body, the cylindrical lens receiving laser lightat a first part of a
cylindrical surface thereof and emitting the plane oflaser light from a second part of that
cylindrical surface, whereby the laser light source is configured to emit a plane of laser
light in the same general direction as the illumination light is emitted; and

“a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said illumination
light source from the source of electrical power and for selectively energizing said laser
light source from the source ofelectrical power,”

whichis not described or suggested by Spartano and/or Popps, whether taken individually or

properly combined.

Applicant’s claims 2, 6-10, 12, 16-21, 24 and 26 are patentable at least because they

depend from one of patentable claims 1, 11 and 23. In addition, claims 8, 10, 18 and 20 recite

that the laser light source is rotatable or repositionable, and claim 9 recites that the laser light

source is supported by a clear optical element of the white light source, none of which is

described or suggested by Spartano and/or Popps, whether taken individually or in proper

combination.

Claims 3-4 and 13-14 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 as being unpatentable over

Spartano and Popps, and further in view of US 7,114,861 to Tung.

Therejection is respectfully traversed.

Spartano and Poppsare discussed above. Tungrelates to a laser module with trimming

capacity in which the laser module 20 has an indented portion 212 on an external surface thereof

whichis “for implementing insertions and rotations.” The indented portion 212 is for recetving
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implements, e.g., tools, for rotating the laser module 20 for alignment thereof. (Column3, lines

2-5, 39-63). Nothing in Tung is seen to describe or suggest that a registration feature be

provided.

The combination of Spartano, Popps and Tung is improper because the combination of

Spartano and Poppsis improper for the reasons above; and so the rejection should be withdrawn.

Applicant’s claims 3-4 and 13-14 are patentable at least because they depend from one of

patentable claims 1 and 11. In addition, claims 3-4 and 13-14 recite a registration feature in

registration with the cylindrical lens, which is not described or suggested by Spartano and/or

Poppsand/or Tung, whether taken individually or in proper combination.

Accordingly, the rejections under 35 U.S.C. §103 are overcome and should be

withdrawn,

Allowable Subject Matter:

The objection to claims 5, 15 and 25 is moot because claims 1, 11 and 23 from which

Claims 5, 15 and 25 depend are patentable at least for the reasons set forth herein.

Claims 27-30 have been allowed.

Applicant submits that each of the claims, including the allowed claims and the objected

to claims, is allowable in its own right because of the particular combination of elements that

each recites.

Withdrawal of the objection is in order and such actionis solicited.

Additional Claim:

Claim 31 is newly added and finds support at least in original claims 1, 5, 13, 15, 23, 25

and 27, and is allowable at least for substantially the reasons stated regarding claims 15 and 27.

Support for claim 31 is also foundatleast in, ¢.g., Figures 1C, 2, 3, 4, 5A-5D, 6A-6C, 7A, 7C-
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7D,and the respective descriptionsthereof.

No new matteris added.

Claim 31 is therefore patentable and its allowanceis respectfully solicited.

Conclusion:

Applicant respectfully requests that the objections and rejections be withdrawn, and that

the Application including claims 1-31 be allowed and passed to issuance.

Please charge $970 in paymentofthe fee for increasing the numberof independent

claims by four and the total number of claims by onein this timely-filled response, to Deposit

Account 04-1406 of Dann, Dorfman, Herrell & Skillman. A Fee Transmittal is submitted

herewith.

Should the fee calculation or the fee enclosed be incorrect or missing, or should anyfee,

other fee or additional fee be due in consequenceofthis paper, please charge such fee and

deposit any refund to Deposit Account 04-1406 of Dann, Dorfman, Herrell & Skillman.
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Applicant requests a telephone interview with the Examiner (and a supervisor with

authority to reach agreement if Examiner lacks such authority) if any issues remain unresolved

after entry of this Response.

Respectfully submitted,
DANN, DORFMAN, HERRELL & SKILLMAN, P.C.

Attorneys for Applicant

By: ClementA.Berard’
Clement A. Berard

U.S.P.T.O. Registration No. 29,613
December 21, 2018

Dann, Dorfman, Herrell and Skillman, P.C. Telephone: 215-563-4100
1601 Market Street, Suite 2400 Facsimile: 215-563-4044

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Enc: Fee Transmittal

Exhibit — Web pages (19 sheets)
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AMENDMENT TO THE CLAIMS:

1. (Currently Amended) A portable light comprising:

a light body for receiving a source of electrical power;

a white light source supported by said light body and selectively energizable for

producing white light;

a laser light source supported by said light body and selectively energizable for

producinglaser light, wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens

configured for receiving light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the

received light as a plane oflaser light, the cylindrical lens receiving laser light at a first

part of a cylindrical surface thereof and emitting the plane of laser light from a second

part of that cylindrical surface, wherebythe laser light source 1s configured to emit a

plane oflaser light; and

a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said white light

source from the source of electrical power, and for selectively energizing said laser light

source from the source of electrical power.

2. (Original) The portable light of claim 1 wherein the laser emission element comprises a

laser diode.

3. (Original) The portable light of clatm 1 wherein said laser light source includes a

registration feature on an external surface thereof disposed in registration with a

longitudinal axis of the cylindricallens.

4. (Original) The portable light of claim 3 wherein the registration feature has an axis

oriented perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens.

5. (Currently Amended) Fhe-portabtettghtofetatm+ A portable light comprising:
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a light body for receiving a source of electrical power;

a white light source supported by said light body and selectively energizable for

producing white light;

a laser light source supported by said light body and selectively energizable for

producinglaser light, wherein said laser light source includesa cylindrical lens

configured for receiving light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the

received light as a plane oflaser light, whereby the laser light source is configured to emit

a plane oflaser light; and

a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said white light

source from the source of electrical power, and for selectively energizing said laser light

source from the source ofelectrical power; and

wherein said white light source includes a shaped optically clear plastic element

having a polished curved external side surface and a generally wider flat forward surface

oriented such that the white light exits the white light source throughthe flat forward

surface, and wherein the laser light source is supported by the flat forward surface.

6. (Original) The portable light of claim 1 wherein said switch is operable so that only one

of said white light source and said laser light sourceis active at a given time.

7. (Original) The portable light of claim 1 wherein said white light source and said laser

light source emit light in substantially the same direction.

8. (Original) The portable light of clatm 1 wherein said laser light source is configured:

for rotating the plane of laser light relative to said light body; or

for repositioning the plane of laser light relative to said light body.

9. (Original) The portable light of claim 1 wherein said laser light source is supported by a

shaped optical element of said white light source or is supported by a receptacle of said
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10.

11.

12.

13,
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light body or is supported at a distal end ofa flexible stalk supported by said light body.

(Original) The portable light of clatm 9 wherein said laser light source is configured:

for rotating the plane of laser light relative to said light body; or

for repositioning the plane of laser light relative to said light body.

(Currently Amended) A portable light comprising:

a light body for recetving a source of electrical power;

an illumination light source supported by said light body and selectively

energizable for producing illumination light;

a laser light source supported by said light body and selectively energizable for

producinglaser light, wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens

configured for receiving light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the

received light as a plane oflaser light, the cylindrical lens receiving laser light at a first

part of a cylindrical surface thereof and emitting the plane of laser light from a second

part of that cylindrical surface, wherebythe laser light source is configured to emit a

plane oflaser light; and

a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said illumination

light source from the source ofelectrical power and for selectively energizing said laser

light source from the source of electrical power.

(Original) The portable light of clatm 11 wherein the laser emission element comprises

a laser diode.

(Original) The portable light of claim 11 wherein said laser light source includes a

registration feature on an external surface thereof disposed in registration with a

longitudinal axis of the cylindricallens.
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14. (Original) The portable light of claim 13 wherein the registration feature has an axis

oriented perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the cylindrical lens.

15, (Currently Amended) Fhe-portabtettghtofctair-H A portable light comprising:

a light body for receiving a source of electrical power;

an illumination light source supported by said light body and selectively

energizable for producing illumination light;

a laser light source supported by said light body and selectively energizable for

producinglaser light, wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens

configured for receiving light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the

received light as a plane of laser light, whereby the laser light source is configured to emit

a plane oflaser light; and

a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said illumination

light source from the source of electrical power and for selectively energizing said laser

light source from the source of electrical power; and

wherein said illumination light source includes a shaped optically clear element

having a polished curved external side surface and a generally wider flat forward surface

whereatthe illumination light exits said illumination light source through the flat forward

surface, and wherein said laser light source is supported by said shaped optically clear

element.

16. (Original) The portable light of claim 11 wherein said switch is operable so that only

one ofthe illumination light source and laser light source is energized at a given time.

17. (Original) The portable light of claim 11 wherein said illumination light source and said

laser light source emit light in substantially the samedirection.

18. (Original) The portable light of clatm 11 wherein said laser light source is configured:
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for rotating the plane oflaser light relative to said light body; or

for repositioning the plane of laser light relative to said light body.

(Original) The portable light of clatm 11 wherein said laser light source is supported by

a shaped optical element of said illumination light source or is supported by a receptacle

of said light body or is supported at a distal end of a flexible stalk supported by said light

body.

(Original) The portable light of clatm 19 wherein said laser light source is configured:

for rotating the plane oflaser light relative to said light body; or

for repositioning the plane of laser light relative to said light body.

(Original) The portable light of claim 20 wherein said laser light source:

is supported by a reflective element of said illumination light source and is

rotatable relative thereto; or

is supported by a receptacle of said light body andis rotatable relative thereto; or

is supported on a flexible stalk that is attached to said light body.

(Original) The portable light of claim 11 wherein said laser light source further includes

a support for said cylindrical lens, wherein:

the support for said cylindricallens is rotatable relative to said light body,

wherebya longitudinal axis of said cylindrical lens is rotatable relative to said light body;

or

the laser emission clement and the support for said cylindrical lens are supported

on a flexible stalk that is attached to said light body, whereby a longitudinal axis of said

cylindrical lens is repositionable relative to said light body; or

the laser emission element and the support for said cylindrical lens are supported

on a flexible stalk that is attached to said light body and said supportfor said cylindrical
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lens is rotatable relative to said flexible stalk, whereby a longitudinal axis of said

cylindrical lens is rotatable and repositionable relative to said light body.

(Currently Amended) A portable light comprising:

a light body for receiving a source of electrical power and having a base end;

an illumination light source supported by said light body relatively nearer to an

end thereof that is remote to the base end thereof, said illumination light source being

configured to emit illumination light in a predetermined direction relative to said light

body and being selectively energizable for producing illumination light;

a laser light source supported by said light body relatively nearer to the base end

thereof than is said illumination light source and being selectively energizable for

producinglaser light, wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens

configured for receiving laser light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the

received laser light as a plane oflaser light in substantially the predetermined direction

relative to said light body, the cylindrical lens receiving laser light at a first part of a

cylindrical surface thereof and emitting the plane of laser light from a second part of that

cylindrical surface, whereby thelaser light source is configured to emit a plane oflaser

light in the same general direction as the illumination light is emitted; and

a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said illumination

light source from the source ofelectrical power and for selectively energizing said laser

light source from the source of electrical power.

(Original) The portable light of claim 23 wherein said laser light source is:

supported in a fixed location thatis relatively nearer to the base end ofsaid light

body thanis said illumination light source; or

supported on a flexible stalk that is relatively nearer to the base end ofsaid light

body thanis said illumination light source.
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25. (Currently Amended) Fhe-portabtettehtofetainr23 A portable light comprising:

a light body for recciving a source of electrical power and having a base end;

an illumination light source supported by said light body relatively nearer to an

end thereof that is remote to the base end thereof, said illumination light source being

configured to emit illumination light in a predetermined direction relative to said light

body and being selectively energizable for producing illumination light;

a laser light source supported by said light body relatively nearer to the base end

thereof than is said illumination light source and being selectively energizable for

producinglaser light, wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens

configured for receiving laser light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the

received laser light as a plane oflaser light in substantially the predetermined direction

relative to said light body, wherebythe laser light source is configured to emit a plane of

laser light in the same general direction as the illumination light is emitted; and

a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said illumination

light source from the source of electrical power and for selectively energizing said laser

light source from the source of electrical power; and

wherein said laser light source further includes a support for said cylindricallens,

wherein:

the support for said cylindricallens is rotatable relative to said light body,

wherebya longitudinal axis of said cylindricallens is rotatable relative to said light body;

or

the laser emission element and the support for said cylindrical lens are supported

on a flexible stalk that is attached to said light body, whereby a longitudinal axis of said

cylindrical lens is repositionable relative to said light body; or

the laser emission clement and the support for said cylindrical lens are supported

on a flexible stalk that is attached to said light body and said supportfor said cylindrical

lens is rotatable relative to said flexible stalk, whereby a longitudinal axis of said

cylindrical lens is rotatable and repositionable relative to said light body.
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(Original) The portable light of claim 23 wherein said switch is operable so that only

one ofthe illumination light source and laser light source is energized at a given time.

(Original) A portable light comprising:

a light body for receiving a source of electrical power;

an illumination light source supported by said light body and selectively

energizable for producing illumination light, wherein said illumination light source

includes a shaped optically clear element having a polished curved external side surface

and a flat forward surface through which the illumination light exits said illumination

light source in a predetermined direction relative to said light body;

a laser light source supported by said shaped optically clear element and

selectively energizable for producinglaser light, wherein said laser light source includes a

cylindrical lens configured for receiving light from a laser emission element and for

transmitting the receivedlight as a plane of laser light; and

a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said illumination

light source from the source ofelectrical power and for selectively energizing said laser

light source from the source of electrical power.

(Original) The portable light of claim 27 wherein the plane oflaser light is emitted

substantially in the predetermined direction relative to said light body, wherebythe laser

light source is configured to emit a plane oflaser light in the same generaldirection as

the illumination light is emitted.

(Original) The portable light of claim 27 wherein said laser light source further includes

a support for said cylindrical lens that is rotatable relative to said light body, whereby a

longitudinal axis of said cylindrical lens and the planeoflaser light transmitted thereby

are rotatable relative to said light body.
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(Original) The portable light of claim 27 wherein said switch is operable so that only

one ofsaid illumination light source and said laser light source is energized at a given

time.

(New) A portable light comprising:

a light body for receiving a source of electrical power;

an illumination light source supported by said light body and selectively

energizable for producing illumination light, wherein said illumination light source

includes a shaped optically clear element having a curved external side surface and a

forward surface through which the illumination light exits said illumination light source

in a predetermined direction relative to said light body;

a laser light source supported by said shaped optically clear element and

selectively energizable for producinglaser light, wherein said laser light source includes a

cylindrical lens configured for receiving light from a laser emission element and for

transmitting the received light as a plane oflaser light; and

a switch supported by said light body for selectively energizing said illumination

light source from the source ofelectrical power and for selectively energizing said laser

light source from the source of electrical power.

10
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Box Ne. ¥ Reasoned statement under Rule 434is.1@)() with regard to novelly, inventive siep or industrial applicability;
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L. Statement

 

 

Novelty (ND Claims
Clainas

Inventive step (1S) Claims BO

Claims APAe

: industrial applicability (TA} Claims Neeceeeeeeteececettttscittescstaceenene 
 

Claims 1-3, 6-10, 12, 14, 17, 18 and 26 lack novelty under POTArticle 33(2} as being an iad by US 2005/0185409 Ad (Diehi}. 

 
 

ig 13) comprising:hh pare,tasty.vopimatical bodyPaO) tfiemeepiving a source of electrical power (Fig 13: 1342) para [064]: body
nat housSOS. O08OF Hors batiedBes aeght sauise Pa 8 incandescent fiashlight 1304) supparied by said light bacly (Fig 13 shows thepaged itt na of aN Beay S10) andselectively energizable (para [O06 1} batteries 4942 are selectiv tysoe Rasta a0a) far prsheing: iiharinatian light that emanates away from sald light bodyin a predetermined direction

3 ee ut ght 1a0d preferably can be gperated separately tromthe lasers 1302, 1306 to provide the operator with aHei

any Ubi.
HawHit at y
   

 
   

    
 
 

 

 tienes .Bodh hsVaare mounied tothe
atively iemdntensity ieoenn taserSP sah SHectivelyenergizabletor. oraduaing laser

cRannested to the prinary-lasars be “g lager TB08}, ”
laser ght scarees pridice-plurat beans of laser fight {pans [GORE enon, tha hwo dre

1302 operate 35 described with reference fo FIGS. 4 and 2 Fig 1:104, 108, 108, $1G: paraik ist and secoond laeers 104,ofented to project a firs’st laser beam 108 and a second ase:
; if ANB N4G, Ay pera fo0dS 8 BrodTips. SSNS, Be showy by cateranioeaveaw Ajand

oo aser beams. 108, TO may. comyerge'or ieee sanewviwh: Sunt variations «:. maybe bullbinte the device inardar ie ahisir

ally del ying beam aver), wherel he pluralbeams of laserlight are pe
iMitactio i
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: TS31308“imposed on the body 43tt ‘patayouufer cols
: T-stectrical power wind for selentively ereergieitg 2atleasalectical power‘ipsarefexe}{8062} @ sing f i i

momentary primary laser position may be ased to contral ali thn
rotary switches, or any other type of switch).

  
 : f

1,3target laser's an, and 3tahnes. pushbuttonswitches,
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Regarding chaise 2, Diehl visuivses the pauvtable fighbulcleine trand

i

ee
ii

 includes:

one tasersSeBCLSele NG a Weeramission.elameant diet srgduces a bear of laser light and an optical element that receives the: om Bach other atat the predeterra:ined angle: orase (the flashlight housing)) thai each
ss the two primary lasers 1302ia agF first and second lasers 104, 106 are oriented

element that emits the beam of laser light
ating lenses, pawer-changing positive andaatit invention does not preclude the use of such devices, and these or

ny-embodimentof the invention}, said plural laser light sources being
gach other at ihe precetermined angie (Fig. 1 and para 10032); the first and

mewital while still being ofentedgenerally in the first direction, Such> Dear overlapping oF

stare omitted|eeewithot
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Box No. VINE Certain observations on the international application   

The following observations on the clarity of the claims, description, and drawings or on the question whether the claims are fully
supported bythe description, are made:

Ciaim | tacks clarity because the recitation of “said laserlight source" (Le., in the singular) is ambiguous as to whether this is a reference
fo all or only a subset of the previously recited plural laser light sources, For purposes of this written opinion "said laser light source”is
taken to read “at least one of said laser light sources."

Claims 5 and #8 lack clarity because ihe modifying words “generally wider"in the limitation "generally widerflat forward surface” make
arnbiguious the relationship of the flat forward surface relative to otherclaimelements because neither the claim nor the specification

| contains guidance for how te evaluate the terme of degree "generally" and “wider,” particularly when they have been compounded
| together. For purposesof this written opinion “generally widerflat forward surface”is taken io read “wide flat forward surface.”

 

 

i

Claim 7 lacksclarity due to the ambiguity of reciting that "pi ral diverging beams of laser light that emanate away fromsaid light body
) Substantially in the predetermined direction” while aiso reciting that those same beams “define a plane that js diverging from the
{ predetermined direction,” without providing guidance for howreconcile being simuiiarneously both substantially parallel to and diverging

from tne predetermined direction, For purposesofthis written opinion "define a planethat is substantially parallel to the predetermined
direction ar define a plane that is divarging tromthe predetermined direction”is taken to read "define a plane that is substantially paraielto the predetermined direction.”

t

 Cisim 8 lacks clarity dus to the ambiguity of reciting movahility of the laser light sources with respectto the light body as "rotating the
plane defined bythe diverging bearsof lase right and in the alter
light.” Reoiting the laserlight sources mova ffmovabillity of the laser light sours

Ne.of laserlight relative ta
light bedy"IsIs faken to read “fothe plane."

five “repagitioning the plane defined by the diverging beams of laser
Remative scopes leaves ambiguous the scape of pratectian formg, 

 For purposes ofthis written opinion
‘$ pacyor fori fepoatonsnattheFane detinedby she: Siverging beams of fas

for rotating the plang defined by the diverging
ghi relative to.seid

ight body by retaking

  

    
 
  
  
 

 
 

sources with respect to thelight body as “rotating a plane
nitty Mie planeof laser light" Reciting the laser tight sourcesiy itation with mutitiple alternativescopes leavesnblgaous the scope of protection for movabiilliy of the laser light sources, for

For purposes of this written opinion “for rotating a plane defined bythe diverginiq beams of laserlight relative to said light body
ming the stare ot laser uaereleative to said ight bisay is taken to read “for repositioning a plane defined by the diverging

 
 

  E opinionpappestad ay R ratte| and Is suitates raladuetheraio’ |isS taleen wosread: "supportedtby a réfiective element of said ilurnination light source andisae
ralative te. seid Hurmination fat sousce.”

  

Giaim 11 lacks clarliy due to the ambiguity of “supported by a receptacia of said Hight body and is rotatable relative thereto,” which does
nol make clear whether the laser light source m element is rotatable relative to the “receptacie," or the "‘light body,” ar both, Far
purposes of this writen opinion "supported by a reseplacteof said light bacy and is rotatable relative thereto"is taken to read “supportedby a receptacle of said fight tay and js rotatable neivtive to said light bre

 

 

Claim 12 lacks clarity due to the ambiguity of “supported by a rettective elementof said iuminationligh
thereto," which does not make clear whether the plural laser light sources claim elements are rofatable tive to the “reflective element,”
ar the “Wk lon fight saurce," or both, or various combinations. For purposesof this written opinion “supported by a reflective element
af said ilumination light source andare rotatable relative thereto” is taken.ie read “supported by a reflective element of said Huminationlight source andare rotatable relative to said illumination fight source."

f source and are rotatable relative
    

 

{
|\
\\\\\
\
'
\\
'    

   
  

Claim 12 lacks clarity due to the ambiguity of “supported by a recepiacieof sald light body and are rotatable felative thereto,” which doesnot make clear whether the plural laser light saurces claim alamenis are rotatablerelative to the "receptacie,” or the “light body,” or bath,
or various combinations. For purposes of this written opinion "supported by a receptacle of said fight body and arerotatabia relative
thereto”is takento read "supporied by a receptacie of said tight body and are rotatable relative to said light body."

  

im 17 lacks clarity because the recitation of “said laser {i
v only @ subset of the previously recited olural laser|

taken to read “at least one of said laser light sources.”

ht source" (ie., in the singular} is arnbiguous as to whetherthis is a reference
ight sources. For purposes of this written opinion “said laserlight source” Is  

 

Claim 18 lacks clarity dusfo the amb ity of ecting that “plural diverging beamsof iaser{i
ae NE that those same Desla being sire

datinga psa:
el direction”

hit that emanate away from said fight bady

wee pane Bethatisis elverging from theGtily 6) cantially paratial fo and diverging
{to the predetermined

ea plan @ that is sudsisntvdly parallel

  

 

 

    

   ene rrined iiiesse an,ihc prawi
fom the St Pedatermined direction. Far ppurposesSof thiswnithiten eginio

usfine a plane thal is diverging fromthe oradieter
to the predetermined direction.”
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S3=

y laser light sources with respectto the fight bady as“rotating the

defined ny ths ssivere “a oH he er 2) "epositioning thepenedefined by the diverging beamsof laseright" Recith ee tS hiocmevabillity of
Q Sims-of laser

Highs body"is

  
   
  
  

: 5 ‘orthie statin, For surpaseht relative fo saidlight body; or for repasitioning the plane defined by
taken to read “for repositioning the flare defined bythe diverging bearr
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In case the space in any of the preceding boxes is not sufficient.
Continuation of
Box No. V2} ~ citations and explanations

 
 

 egarding claint 8, Dichdistosestie portable light of.clenrid, ana Dteht
es iuiNatlory Robt.sourog-and the aneorure basa}

on switchhavingan of postion, a factalight fevomall TH8edewiods},

Sous Wherein said Switch Is Gpnrebla-se tat only ane
batahven me (para [OO8Th For exaiple: ssingls

On, ademosniarypriiary laser pasionmay Ne

 
 
 

 

 
 

    target!laser pos
  

that emanate away from s My bids subSantally in tne predetermineddirection {para [0032]: diverge somewhat while stiif baing
orented generallyin the firs :
define a plane that is substaniially
Fig}, where the plane defined by the bears 108, 11Gdies in the planeofthe page, and the predetermined directionis
‘A whichalse lies in the plane of the page).

 

 fesy) j

parallel to the predetermined direction (Diehi Hustrates the plane defined by the bearns of laser fight fin7

 
indicated with arrow

SAGHE OF clin7, ancl Dighttunthardissinses wherein. said one.or marelager agit
Shinay he potted relative te oneanatiet: and MEH: aeBoevotit Pasar thal piste: uz

Regarding claim 7, Dieht discloses the purtabie light of claim ¢,.and Diehl iuriher discloses wherein the plural diverging beams of laser Hg

nge the overad Tisch

 Py, and Dish! farther discleses-yeirereity Saud cris OF Mute lager fat sourtesfigihtisc

ppertad by @ rafedti
aghtscucce-and ane rOtalsble i

 

angonce p Skoular stage cr sco}

: f :POOyL ar

ee ys 5 in . Pe ee 4 BH sabe: F<4 pair ne ; shba : t fate he teTHE AY Ya % : rake

‘yin He » agheuting ienses, pavedechanging postive and iy B16 nailsi { “ang the“523.69; ‘ NS. ality. | 3} .~enya prentoe: er é ste ;30h . ‘ s Sn

ts Dy : ; ice 1306 in Fig 13} comprising: “|: para ov oF eS g & source Of electrical power (Fig 13: 1942; para (061): body i" '

t RENE t a { erallyys ; : rent

{

119 that houses ona:o more 8patan Junination Aght

ve wath reforanca4 {laner bean 108 Tawar baal 199,sapbote
rarete srapee a

sata {OOG2F the tretard SBUOT) : : :
iyinhe first efne  Sunh varie SUT ty i Rt ie :fogirable.beanowes sping iHeswith diverges ge | whe Hutal beams Taser ligtj hay FecINGe (kfieauriangrating,of ather ditftgetion | 
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In case the space in any of the preceeding bexes is not sufficient,
Continuation of - .
Box No. V(2}-- citations and exptanations

‘(eein 47 comlnued) aawiich (Fig 1a8: ste
i witches 1308) supported By Sale fghl bodyHhaviinat

: 1s E att off posiiion, aflag: rimary ie italien may be used to:‘eeriteo! aff shessetevinSess THA Xwohasmay BS
rotary switches, or any othertype of switch).

  
  

 
  

  
 
 
  

 

 
   I position, aMonkcnetBa,   

    
  
 

2 Aryi mined:-hraction: igre|(0082) ‘
! igsubeantialy parallel ie the predates

egagt, where.the plane-datined bytee Beams: 106, 133 ih arrow At which:alga dies inthe slats ;

 

   
  

 
 

 
 

hah discloses ihe por iothe tairs lalvere} may teSenetvaintve tpane anathes,‘aneey algebe roigied. at any anghy te-change tie averail fleld:of affect)
Hivergitig boameaflaser fights oy to.doid ight body by }

af Tight is.capable ofbeing used te tepomtion {hy pling ee

 
 

 

    

   athe fiHe tasers that make
ns eins)language*Yor repainting dye plane Sd Ry

tatpment nf Intandedweet this portattelight
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Ciaim 15 lacks an inventive steo under POT Article 33(3} as being obvious over Dieht.
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: ‘ ‘THohlsethet ¢eecane or more laser light sources are relatively nearer to a base end ofhy Rasy th maid ilomination }ight source, ascdbeing xAlates@arrangement cf parts in the sarne device, used for the same

Sumnage: in obtain- a predictable result
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In case the space in any of the preceding boxes is mot gudficient.Continuation oft
Box No. V{2) -- citations and explanations  Claims 5 and 18.i8ckan inventive step under PCT Ariicle 35(3) as being obvious over Diehl in view of US 2014/0268703 Al to Ehlert at al.

(hereinafter, 'Ehtert’):

Regarding Sais & and 48, p sos the px E Blais land 17, however Bieh! doesnot discioss wherein said Hurmination 
 

 

  
  wherdalthehee ght exits saeHugvitath Segre shrceigh i

secre re sunperiedbysaldshaped apticaly fetent. Eplerdiscioses a portabie lige jase, gencrally, 10 in Fig 1A, 2} wherein the
vt Fig 71A, 2, 3B: 30; para {O038}: lens 30) having @ curved external side

eHimws the lens 30 side on) and a wide flat forward surface (para {0038}:
the flat forward surfaceolthe levs 30-21 the extrame sght end of the perish!

‘idles ofthe view, ig. 3B and para (MST shawing 30 in front of Gand wider than Be
ete he flat dorward surface (para (0038): eget wauld flow through thy

28; para [0043] laser28) is supported oy said shaped optically
he placed ditectly afave the colilimators, such as the collimator 60(1}.

ag. : ‘ Nenngse laser 78 is part of the lighting device 62 assembly, andSD iS Wcataet,wth ing, UL i483 55, 82; para {0042} lens cap 56 may be configured to
when, the, fens oa.38 : setond bell housing 82; [The jens 30 provides 3 normalforce to the lighting

, SHS ‘nan 68 wi the second bell housing 52.3). would have been obvious to a person

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

BiaiBn:3 witle:iaKionwerilsurface where? the iluminatinn lightests said iiluminatlontightore laser light sources are supported by said shaped optically clear

By tees Etihect at pies ig04By ths ions aae seeste HR -aecitee ad fairez auld have ‘pat i  
 

lightat BST 480.de
the pees thalpolished, ae bial

the fens 30}.

   
cs teeet &

 
Claim 16 lacks an inventive step under PCT Article $3(3) as being obvious over Diehl in view of US 2016/0018071 4 to Streamlight, Inc.
(hereinafter, ‘Streamlight’,  
 nd whersin saidcri3

Breesmmuntod 4Sythe Eves

 
      ant i:sea)wach arr

Rerae ae described ww
idiaproject. a firstIpser- bea

Br prolect &fret laserNedeg 108-andt a Site

eet gach supparh A fen
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ee, Wa portable
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  Eght.at

source FS wo80
ae isereihrough

3 optBeateelement ot
ehenter ooh sald.oot

is ot the
  

 
  
 

  

 

i t scree for passing the3 80. Hast anealghtprovide rane. than che fight outout,
at gare fOBBSH.

 

Claim 13 meets the criteria under PCT Article 33(2}-(3), becausethe pprior art does not teachorfairly suggest the subject matter claimed.
The prior art for claim 13 is exemplified by Disht,

 j EHREUNY, spitting dhamentatherain

Therefore theprior art of record does net teachorfair!ty Suggestthe subject matter claimed. Specifically, none of the prior art, alone or in
combination, disclosesorfairly suggests a support for a bearn spiittiing slerment wherein the support for the beam splitting elementis
rotalablerelative to said light body.

 

Claims 1-20 have industrial applicability as defined by PCTAricie 33{4} because the subject matter can be made or used in industry.
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CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES NOT REFLECT A CREDIT
FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN

THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST
TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THEISSUE FEE NOW DUE.

 

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the ENTITY STATUS shownabove.If the ENTITY STATUSis shown as SMALL or MICRO,verify whether entitlement to that
entity statusstill applies.

If the ENTITY STATUSis the same as shown above, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shownabove.

If the ENTITY STATUSis changed from that shown above, on PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,complete section number5 titled
"Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)".

For purposesofthis notice, small entity fees are 1/2 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro entity fees are 1/2 the amount of small entity
fees.

Il. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b”
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B isfiled, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur dueto the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

II. All communications regarding this application mustgive the application number. Please direct all communicationsprior to issuance to Mail
Stop ISSUE FEEunless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER:Maintenancefees are duein utility patents issuing on applicationsfiled on or after Dec. 12, 1980.
It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due. More informationis available at
www.uspto.gov/PatentMaintenanceFees.
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and sendthis form, together with applicable fee(s), by mail or fax, or via EFS-Web.

By mail, send to:=Mail Stop ISSUE FEE By fax, send to: (571)-273-2885
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be usedfortransmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATIONFEE(ifrequired). Blocks1 through 5 should be completed where appropriate. All
further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenancefees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as indicated unless corrected
below ordirected otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS"for maintenance fee notifications.

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
have its owncertificate of mailing or transmission.

 

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS(Note: Use Block 1 for any changeofaddress)

110 7590 04/17/2019 Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
DANN, DORFMAN, HERRELL & SKILLMAN I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United

; ° States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
1601 MARKET STREET addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being transmitted to
SUITE 2400 the USPTO via EFS-Webor by facsimile to (571) 273-2885, on the date below.

PHILADELPHIA,PA 19103-2307 (Typed or printed name) 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

15/492,344 04/20/2017 Raymond L. SHARRAH 0096-P06343USOL 3062
(SL-727)

TITLE OF INVENTION: PORTABLE LIGHT WITH PLANE OF LASER LIGHT

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

$500nonprovisional SMALL $0.00 $0.00 $500 07/17/2019

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

LEE, NATHANIELJ. 2875 362-205000

1. Change of correspondence addressor indication of "Fee Address” (37
CFR 1.363).

2. For printing on the patent front page,list
(1) The namesof up to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR,alternatively, 1
(2) The nameofa single firm (having as a member a
registered attorney or agent) and the names of upto=.2
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no nameis
listed, no name will be printed.

I Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address form PTO/SB/122)attached. 
(I “Fee Address"indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form PTO/
SB/47; Rev 03-09 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Numberis required.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(printor type)

 
PLEASE NOTE:Unlessan assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear onthe patent. If an assigneeis identified below, the document must have been previously
recorded,orfiled for recordation, as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11 and 37 CFR 3.81(a). Completion of this form is NOTa substitute for filing an assignment.
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : (LN individual J Corporationor other private group entity (I Government 

4a. Fees submitted: (Hissue Fee (Publication Fee Gf required) (Advance Order- # of Copies
4b. Method of Payment: (Please first reapply any previously paidfee shown above)

(LI Electronic Payment via EFS-Web LI Enclosed check (I Non-clectronic payment by credit card (Attach form PTQ-2038)

(_] The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No.

5. Changein Entity Status (from status indicated above)
NOTE:Absenta valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/15A and 15B), issue
fee paymentin the micro entity amountwill not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment.
NOTE:If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be taken
to be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status.
NOTE: Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entitlement to small or micro
entity status, as applicable.

(} Applicantcertifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29

(} Applicantasserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27
 
(} Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status.

NOTE:This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements andcertifications.
  

  
 

Authorized Signature Date

Typed or printed name Registration No.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATIONNO.

 
15/492,344 04/20/2017 Raymond L. SHARRAH 0096-P06343US01 3062

110 7590 04/17/2019

DANN, DORFMAN, HERRELL & SKILLMAN LEE, NATHANIELJ.
1601 MARKET STREET

SUIT200

PHILADELPHIA,PA 19103-2307 2875

DATE MAILED: 04/17/2019

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(Applications filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Office has discontinued providing a Patent Term Adjustment (PTA) calculation with the Notice of Allowance.

Section 1(h)(2) of the AIA Technical Corrections Act amended 35 U.S.C. 154(b)(3)(B)() to eliminate the requirement
that the Office provide a patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. See Revisions to Patent
Term Adjustment, 78 Fed. Reg. 19416, 19417 (Apr. 1, 2013). Therefore, the Office is no longer providing an initial
patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. The Office will continue to provide a patent term
adjustment determination with the Issue Notification Letter that is mailed to applicant approximately three weeksprior
to the issue date of the patent, and will include the patent term adjustmenton the patent. Any request for reconsideration
of the patent term adjustment determination (or reinstatement of patent term adjustment) should follow the process
outlined in 37 CFR 1.705.

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or (571)-272-4200.
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OMB Clearance and PRA Burden Statement for PTOL-85 Part B

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995 requires Federal agencies to obtain Office of Management and Budget
approval before requesting most types of information from the public. When OMBapprovesan agency request to
collect information from the public, OMB(i) provides a valid OMB Control Number and expiration date for the
agency to display on the instrumentthat will be used to collect the information and (ii) requires the agency to inform
the public about the OMB Control Number’s legal significance in accordance with 5 CFR 1320.5(b).

The information collected by PTOL-85 Part B is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain
or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is
governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 30 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon
the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions
for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,

Virginia 22313-1450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no personsare required to respond to a collection
of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements
of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)
(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information
is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent
application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not
be able to process and/or examine your submission, which mayresult in termination of proceedings or abandonment
of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:
1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (S U.S.C $52a). Records from this system of records may
be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required by the
Freedom of Information Act.

2. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of
settlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting
a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance
from the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having
need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply
with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed,as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuantto the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

7. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services,
or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency's responsibility
to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C.
2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection
of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall
not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.

8. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after cither publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance ofa patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may bedisclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use,to the publicif the record wasfiled
in an application which became abandonedor in which the proceedings were terminated and which application
is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcementagency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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NATHANIEL J LEE 2875 Yes

-- The MAILING DATEofthis communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSEDinthis application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANTOF PATENTRIGHTS.This application is subject to withdrawal from issueatthe initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1 {¥} This communication is responsive to communicationsfiled 21 December 2018.
(J A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on .

2.0 An election was madebythe applicantin responseto a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on ; the
restriction requirement and election have been incorporatedinto this action.

3.) The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-31 . As a result of the allowed claim(s), you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program ata participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see
http://www.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov.

4.C Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
Certified copies:

a) Dal b)(J] Some=*c) () None ofthe:

1. ( Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived.
2. [_] Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived in Application No.

3. C) Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived in this national stage application from the
International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE"of this communicationto file areply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENTofthis application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIODIS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5.4 CORRECTED DRAWINGS(as "replacementsheets") must be submitted.
( including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Commentorin the Office action of

Paper No./Mail Date .
Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawingsin the front (not the back) of each
sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6.0) DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATIONabout the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)
1.[¥] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892)
2.{_) Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08),

Paper No./Mail Date .
3.1 Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirementfor Deposit 7. C Other .

of Biological Material
4.(] Interview Summary (PTO-413),

Paper No./Mail Date. .
/NATHANIEL J LEE/

Examiner, Art Unit 2875

5. CO Examiner's Amendment/Gomment
6. Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance

/ANH T MAI/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2875

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20190405
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Application/Control Number: 15/492,344 Page 2
Art Unit: 2875

DETAILED ACTION

Notice of Pre-AlA or AIA Status

The present application, filed on or after March 16, 2013, is being examined under

the first inventorto file provisions of the AIA.

Response to Amendment

The amendmentfiled on 21 December 2018 has been entered.

Allowable Subject Matter

Claims 1-31 are allowed.

The following is an examiner's statement of reasonsfor allowance:

With respect to claims 1-4, 6-10: The prior art of record does not teach or

reasonably suggest “A portable light comprising: ... a white light source supported by said

light body and selectively energizable for producing white light; a laser light source

supported by said light body and selectively energizable for producing laserlight, wherein

said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens configured for receiving light from a laser

emission element and for transmitting the received light as a plane oflaserlight, the

cylindrical lens receiving laserlight at a first part of a cylindrical surface thereof and emitting

the plane oflaser light from a second part of that cylindrical surface, whereby the laserlight

source is configured to emit a plane oflaserlight” along with the otherlimitations of the

claims.

With respectto claim 5: The prior art of record does not teach or reasonably

suggest “a portable light comprising ... a /aser light source supported by said light body and

selectively energizable for producing laserlight, wherein said laser light source includes a
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cylindrical lens configured for receiving light from a laser emission element andfor

transmitting the receivedlight as a plane of laser light, whereby the laserlight sourceis

configured to emit a plane of laserlight ... wherein said white light source includes a shaped

optically clear plastic element having a polished curved external side surface and a

generally widerflat forward surface oriented such that the white light exits the white light

source throughthe flat forward surface, and wherein the laser light source is supported by

the flat forward surface” along with the otherlimitations of the claim.

With respect to claims 11-14, 16-22: Theprior art of record does not teach or

reasonably suggest“a portable light comprising: ... a white light source supported by said

light body and selectively energizable for producing white light; a laser light source

supported by said light body and selectively energizable for producing laserlight, wherein

said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens configured for receiving light from a laser

emission elementand for transmitting the received light as a plane oflaserlight, whereby

the laserlight source is configured to emit a plane oflaserlight; ... and wherein said white

light source includes a shapedoptically clear plastic element having a polished curved

external side surface and a generally widerflat forward surface oriented such that the white

light exits the white light source through the flat forward surface, and wherein the laserlight

source is supportedby the flat forward surface” along with the otherlimitations of the

claims.

With respect to claim 15:=The prior art of record does not teach or reasonably

suggest “a portable light comprising ... a /aser light source supported by said light body and

selectively energizable for producing laserlight, wherein said laserlight source includes a

cylindrical lens configured for receiving light from a laser emission element and for
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transmitting the receivedlight as a plane of laser light, whereby the laserlight sourceis

configured to emit a plane oflaserlight ... wherein said illumination light source includes a

shapedoptically clear plastic element having a polished curved external side surface and a

generally widerflat forward surface oriented such that the white light exits the white light

source throughthe flat forward surface, and wherein the laserlight source is supported by

the flat forward surface” along with the otherlimitations of the claim.

With respectto claims 23, 24, 26: The prior art of record does not teach or

reasonably suggest“a portable light comprising: ... an illumination light source supported by

said light body relatively nearer to an end thereofthat is remote to the base end thereof,

said illumination light source being configured to emit illumination light in a predetermined

direction relative to said light body and being selectively energizable for producing

illumination light; a laser light source supported by said light body relatively nearer to the

base end thereof than is said illumination light source and being selectively energizable for

producing laserlight, wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens configured

for receiving laser light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the received laser

light as a plane oflaserlight in substantially the predetermineddirection relative to said light

body, the cylindrical lens receiving laserlight at a first part of a cylindrical surface thereof

and emitting the plane oflaser light from a secondpart of that cylindrical surface, whereby

the laser light source is configured to emit a plane oflaserlight in the same general

direction as the illumination light is emitted” along with the other limitations of the claims

With respect to claim 25: The prior art of record does not teach or reasonably

suggest “a portable light comprising ... a /aser light source supported by said light body

relatively nearer to the base end thereofthan is saidillumination light source and being
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selectively energizable for producing laserlight, wherein said laserlight source includes a

cylindrical lens configured for receiving laserlight from a laser emission element andfor

transmitting the received laserlight as a plane of laserlight in substantially the

predetermineddirection relative to said light body ... wherein said laser light source further

includes a support for said cylindrical lens, wherein: the support for said cylindrical lens is

rotatable relative to said light body, whereby a longitudinal axis of said cylindrical lens is

rotatable relative to said light body; or the laser emission element and the support for said

cylindrical lens are supported on a flexible stalk that is attached to said light body, whereby

a longitudinal axis of said cylindrical lens is repositionable relative to said light body; or the

laser emission element and the support for said cylindrical lens are supported on a flexible

Stalk that is attached to said light body and said support for said cylindrical lens is rotatable

relative to said flexible stalk, whereby a longitudinal axis of said cylindrical lens is rotatable

and repositionable relative to said light body’ along with the otherlimitations of the claim.

With respectto claim 27-30: The prior art of record does not teach or reasonably

suggest “a portable light comprising: ... a shaped optically clear element having a polished

curved external side surface and a flat forward surface through whichtheillumination light

exits said illumination light source in a predetermined direction relative to said light body; a

laser light source supported by said shapedoptically clear element and selectively

energizable for producing laserlight, wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical

lens configured for receiving light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the

received light as a plane oflaser lighf along with the other limitations of the claims.

With respect to claim 31: |The prior art of record does not teach or reasonably

suggest “a portable light comprising: ... a shaped optically clear element having a curved
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external side surface and a forward surface through whichtheillumination light exits said

illumination light source in a predetermined direction relative to said light body;a laserlight

source supported by said shaped optically clear element and selectively energizable for

producing laserlight, wherein said laser light source includes a cylindrical lens configured

for receiving light from a laser emission element and for transmitting the receivedlight as a

planeoflaser ligh? along with the other limitations of the claims.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later than

the paymentof the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably accompany

the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on Statementof

Reasonsfor Allowance.”

Contact Information

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to NATHANIEL J. LEE whose telephone numberis (571)270-

5721. The examiner can normally be reached on 9-5 EST M-F.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video conferencing

using a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an interview, applicant

is encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request(AIR) at

http:/Awww.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examinerby telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Anh Mai can be reached on 5712721995. The fax phone numberfor the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published

applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information
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for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information

about the PAIR system, seehttp://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on

access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-

217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO CustomerService

Representative or access to the automatedinformation system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA

OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/NATHANIEL J LEE/

Examiner, Art Unit 2875

/ANH T MAI/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2875
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